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GW Students Win Animal Law
Moot Court Competition
BY STEPHANIE DECKTER

Staff Writer

How far can you go with a love of
animals, a desire to put GW's animal
law program
on the map,
and two bake
sales? For2Ls
Kristie Blase
and Lynn
Deavers, it
took them all
the way to
winning first
place in the
second annual
Animal Law
Moot Court
Competition
and getting
their own
plaque in the
law school's
trophy case on
the first floor.
Deavers also
received the

land, Oregon. It is a part of the National
Animal Advocacy Competitions orga
nized by the National Center for Animal
Law. Both the moot court competition
and a closing argument competition were

Fund played host to twenty teams from
prestigious law schools across the country,
including NYU, UCLA, and Cornell.
Both Deavers and Blase became
interested in animal law early in their
law school
careers. "I
joined the
A n i m a l
Welfare Pro
Bono Project
during ori
entation at
the student
groups fair,"
said Deav
ers. Blase
tells a similar
story: "when
I started at
GW Law,
I found the
Animal Wel
fare Project
and imme
diately got
involved in
researching
DC laws and

award for the

regulations"
Best Oralist in
in the field
the competi
of animal
tion.
law. This
T h e 2Ls Kristie Blase and Lynn Deavers pose with competition judges Len Egert (Egert & Trakinski),
involvement
Appellate Lawrence Kahn (U.S. District Judge for the Northern District of New York), and Joyce Tischler
led them to
Animal Law (Executive Director of the Animal Legal Defense Fund), and competition organizer Laura Ireland
learn of the
Moot Court Moore (Director of the National Center for Animal Law).
competition
Competition
is run by the National Center for Animal held at Harvard Law School, where the during their first year of law school.
Law at Lewis & Clark Law School in Port Harvard Student Animal Legal Defense
See ANIMAL LAW page 5

GW Ranked 15th for Placement of
Students with Top National Firms:
Will Simplicity Bring Us Higher?
BY JANE YANOVSKY

News Editor

In the most recent installment of the
Leiter Report, GW Law School ranked in
the top 15 law schools in the country for
its success in placing graduating with elite
law firms. The Leiter Report, otherwise
known as the Educational Quality Rank
ings of U.S. Law Schools, is an alternate
evaluations system to the U.S. News &
World Report, administered by Brian
Leiter, a professor at the University of
Texas School of Law. The 2005 update
of the report was conducted by Michael
Sullivan, a student at Calvin College in
Grand Rapids, MI.
The report identifies elite na
tional law firms by using Vault Guide to

News

the Top 100 Law Firms, adding a select few
others and focusing only on the top three
firms in each major city in order to get
a representative sample from law firms
across the nation. Using MartindaleHubbell's online database, the evaluators
conducted a search of the employees at
the selected firms to assess how many at
torneys were graduates of the twenty two
top law schools in the country selected for
the study based on their overall quality
rankings. In 2003, when the study was
first conducted, GW came in at 17. Two
years later, the school has jumped into the
top 15 in the nation.
What accounts for this improve
ment? Director of Career Development
Carole Montgomery thinks she knows the
answer: better and increased "marketing,

Page2

Law Revue Recap page 4

Human Rights
Symposium - page 7

Law School Revises
Security Policies
BY ERIC JESCHKF.

Staff Writer

During the spring semester, an
unidentified thief or group of thieves
have broken into several lockers in the
law school. Although University Police
could not be reached for comment, Senior
Associate Dean of Administrative Affairs
Tom Morrison estimated that six to eight
laptops have been stolen.
"In most cases, the locks on the
lockers have been cut and the laptops
have been taken from the lockers," said
Morrison. "The suspicion is that most of
this has been happening in the evenings
but that is just a suspicion. Students have
also commented about an increase in the
number of 'non-law school' people using
the lounges and facilities in the past few
weeks."
Generally, the evidence surrounding
the thefts points to the conclusion that the

lockers that were broken into were not
simply selected at random.
"The thief targeted specific lockers
to get laptops," said Morrison. "When a
laptop was stolen, usually nearby locks
have been cut as well. Often either a
jacket or sometimes nothing at all would
be taken from the other lockers. It seems
like he watched a student put a laptop in
a locker and then came back later to get
the laptop when it wasn't as crowded in
the halls."
Sometime between 12:30 p.m. and
1 p .m. on March 2nd, a thief broke into
3L Stephanie Deckter's locker but did not
take anything.
"Someone had filed down the top
part and bent the side to open the lock,"
said Deckter. "The lock on a locker two
down from mine was hanging off as well.
I told the information desk and then
University Police came but could only
file a destruction of property report since
nothing was stolen."

See LAPTOPS page 4

Correction:
In the February 21 issue of
Nota Bene, w e misidentified Dorothy
Shapiro as deceased. Dorothy Sha
piro is alive and well and remains a
major supporter of GW University and
its Law School. We deeply regret our
error, and apologize for any confusion
this mistake may have caused.

See RANKING page 7

Features
Jessup Moot Court page 6

Minority Coalition

visibility" and the ever-rising prominence
of GW Law faculty in the legal commu
nity. Montgomery also gives a lot ofcredit
to the efforts of the law school's deans,
especially Dean Roger Trangsrud who
"has been very active in going to alumni
events in secondary cities like Chicago."
She adds, "GW's name is more and more
rolling off the tongues of people.
We are also known for certain pro
grams -intellectual property, international
law, government contracts -so those firms
actually seek out our graduates."
After former Career Develop
ment Office (CDO) Director Fred Thrash
er left last year to head up a division of the
Nation Association for Law Placement,
Montgomery took charge of the CDO's

Law Students'
Laptops
Stolen From
Lockers:

Opinions

Ask Ally - page 9

Right Answer - page 14

Music for the Masses - page 10

Illiberal Liberalism - page 15
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NEWS
BY NICHOLAS SAYERS

Staff Writer

"All men (and women) are caught
in an inescapable network of mutuality."
2L Tejas Shah, President of South Asian
Law Student Association (SALSA), spoke
these words of Martin Luther King, Jr.
as part of the closing ceremonies of the
First Annual Minority Coalition Recep
tion, which was held on Wednesday,
March 16,2005, at 7:30 pm in the Faculty
Conference Room. His words accurately
characterized the evening, which was si
multaneously a very positive celebration
of the commonality shared by all, and
a recognition of what makes each of us
different and unique. Leaders of HLSA,
BLSA, APALSA, JLSA, MLSA, SALSA,
and Lambda hosted this unprecedented
event, which featured a variety of ethnic
foods and beverages and mingling, and
which was very well attended by members
of the hosting organizations, other law
students, faculty, and members of law
firms that helped sponsor the event.
The idea for such a union began
over lunch and grew as leaders of the
minority groups met and further planned
the event. Eventually, the timing was right
and they all recognized the importance in
joining together for this event, so the Mi
nority Coalition Reception became a real
ity. The leaders wanted more interaction,
coordination, and cooperation between
their organizations. They felt they could
form a unified front for presenting issues
to the Law School and SBA or as Jacque
line Cisneros said, "(they) can be a more
powerful voice as one group." While each
OTgaTuzaUou lias tlieir ovm interests and
issues, there are many issues that they all
share. The most important common issue
that all the leaders emphasized was their
desire for more diversity in the student
body and faculty. Lei Breeden, President
of Jewish Law Student Association, felt
the evening would help serve as a "ve
hicle for issues minorities have in the law
school community, particularly with the
new dean" and that together these groups
could be a "force to be reckoned with."
Dean Karamanian, was very
excited about having such a diverse crowd

One Voice, Many Faces

Lambda, conducted a brief "ice breaker"

Following this enlightening ex

justice.
Professor Butler also observed,
regretfully, that even now there is a lack
of minority faculty with only one AsianAmerican and one Latino with tenure,
while there are not any Muslims with
tenure. Finally, he observed that GW
students were known for many great
accomplishments, but not exactly for
"stirring things up." So, Professor Butler
challenged all in attendance to become
activists, "who cannot rest as long as there
is injustice."
Following Professor Butler's
passionate call to activism, Jacqueline Cis
neros opened the floor to comments and
suggestions for issues of concern among
the different students in attendance. The
primary concern of diversity in faculty
and also concern over the selection of new
dean were immediately brought up. Other
issues included: consideration of sched
uling with regard to religious holidays,
making this reception an annual event,
more school funding, more joint events
and interaction, and a variety of other
issues.
One issue that Cisneros addressed is
the misconception that a student need be
of a certain ethnic or other background to
join any of these events. She expressed
regret that some students have told her
they are not "Hispanic enough" to join
HLSA and said that one only need have
some affiliation or interest in the organiza
tion to participate.
The leaders of each organization
ended the moving ceremony thanking
all parties who helped realize the event.
They expressed hopes to make this an an
nual event and Jason Lagria, Chair of the

exercise asking each person to put down

ercise, featured speaker Professor Butler
was introduced. He talked about how

Minority Affairs Committee of the SBA,
made some indication that the Commit

of faculty and students interacting. She
was very clear that there should be more
events of this sort, particularly when
they promote something as important as
diversity. Just after 8:00 pm, Jacqueline
Cisneros, President of the Hispanic Law
Student Association (HLSA), brought the
event to order. She started the evening
by introducing the various leaders of the
minority groups, thanking the firms and
SBA for their support, and thanking all
faculty who attended.
After Jacqueline's introduc
tion, Valerie Schneider, co-President of

proud of who are and not feel the need to
hide it.
Lauren Alexander Polk then
spoke. She shared four things so im
portant to her that she could not hide
them: being a basketball player, a twin,
a member of Lambda, and a member
of BLSA. Lauren showed courage by
standing before her peers and fearlessly
revealing what was important to her. She
contemplated the difficulty in balancing
her different facets, but emphasized that
none of us should limit ourselves to one
group or minority.

Nicholas SayersI/Special to Nota Bene

Minority Student Group Leaders unified their efforts at Coalition reception.

some of the most important parts of who

they are. She then asked that we cover up
one of the most important parts we wrote
down and imagine what our lives would
be like without that part. After a few
volunteers shared their thoughts, Valerie
told a story about when she did this as a
seventh grade teacher and how she felt the
need to hide her sexual orientation from
the children in the class. She talked about
how difficult it is to hide something that
is such an important part of us and how
it only hurts us to hide it, so we should be

when he grew up, a lawyer was thought
of as a rich, straight, white man. He ex
plained the only way for him to get a good
education was to go to school with white
children. Professor Butler renounced the
legal thinking that would create a Con
stitution advocating certain "inalienable
rights," but allowing slavery. So, when he
decided to go to law school, he did not go
to learn how to think like a rich, straight,
white man, rather he "went to law school
to kick his ass" and become an activist for

tee would host this in the future and was
sure to re-enforce the words of all the
leaders involved by praising the success
of the evening.
Cisneros concluded her thanks
with a quote by Jesse Jackson, "American
is not like a blanket-one piece of unbroken
cloth, the same color, the same texture, the
same size. America is more like a quiltmany patches, many pieces, many colors,
many sizes, all woven and held together
by a common thread."

Are you ready for March Madness at GW?
BY NICHOLAS SAYERS

Staff Writer

Are you ready for edge of your seat
action as GW stars fight for their rightful
seat as national champions? Well what
would you do if you knew GW had two
teams fighting for this honor? For basket
ball is not the only form of intense and
exciting competition in March: we also
have Moot Court. This year two of GW's
external moot court teams advanced as
National Finalists in the American Bar
Association's Student Division National
Appellate Advocacy Competition for
2004-2005. Only four regional teams ad
vanced to the Sweet 16 of this competition
and GW claimed half of the berth from
the Washington, D.C. region.
Representing GW, Don Amlin and
Frank Scaduto made up Team 192 and
James Cobb and Stephanie Roy made up
Team 186. All team members are involved
3L members of GW's Moot Court Board
who have succeeded in internal competi
tions and who former Professor Lorri Unumb recommended for what Don Amlin
calls, "an honor and a privilege."
Both teams have certainly lived up
to that "honor and privilege" with their re

cent victories. In the past, GW has usually
fielded the maximum two teams allowed
in the competition, but has never been this
successful with both teams advancing.
Don Amlin, Vice-President for Ex
ternal Competitions of the Moot Court
Board, hopes that GW's success this year
will help to promote and grow the Moot
Court's involvement in more external
competitions.
The competition began with the
distribution of materials on December 10,
2004; the briefs were due by January 18,
2005. The oral arguments commenced
on Thursday February 24, 2005 and
continued through Saturday, February
26, 2005.
The teams argued at the U.S. Dis
trict Court for the District of Columbia
as part of the Washington, D.C. region in
the competition. The other three regions
were San Francisco, New Orleans, and
New York. While the teams had their
choice over which region to enter (subject
to that region closing out), they choose
the Washington, D.C. region in order to
be budget conscious.
On Thursday and Friday, each team
argued once a day and were also set to
argue at least once on Saturday before

any eliminations. As you can guess, both
teams proceeded' through those rounds
to argue in the head to head elimination
rounds on Saturday, eventually becoming
two of the four teams advancing from the
region.
There were 36 schools competing
for those coveted four spots in D.C.; na
tionwide there were over 140 teams fight
ing to remain as one of the Sweet 16.
The problem, like most in similar
competitions, left room to advocate ef
fectively on both sides of the table, and
involved both First and Sixth Amendment
issues.
In the fact pattern, a college student,
Weber, was paid to create a website for
Peace for the People, an organization
against the war in Iraq. The website is
the focus of the controversy in this case
as it contained various information about
foreign companies, their roles in Iraq,
and the location of their operations and
employees working in Iraq.
Inflammatory statements on the
website criticized the United States and
called for a boycott of the companies
involved in Iraq. The website went so far
as to praise those with the strength and
conviction to standup and fight back. The

statements on the website were akin to,
but just short of incitement.
Regardless, no violence resulted,
but many employees of these companies
felt exposed and afraid, so they quit their
jobs and left Iraq.
Weber was charged under 18
U.S.C. § 875 with transmitting a threat
in interstate commerce. Upon arrest, a
Special Administrative Order (SAM) was
issued, allowing authorities to monitor
the usually privileged exchange between
lawyers and their clients when potentially
dangerous information could be transmit
ted.
Weber was found guilty at trial, and
won on appeal. The issues, now before
the Supreme Court, are defining a "true
threat" while factoring in considerations
of free speech protection under the First
Amendment and determining whether the
SAM violated Weber's Sixth Amendment
right to effective counsel.
First Amendment issues include
terrorism, free speech, and protection of
Internet speech.
Sixth Amendment issues center
around whether Weber choose to preju
dice himself by not talking to his lawyer
See MADNESS page 8
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Smash Law Revue Show Plays to Largest House in Years
BY MARK NAGLE

Staff Writer

Who says law school can't be fun?
Or at least, who says that law students
do not know how to make fun of them
selves?
On February 25, 2005, The George
Washington Law School held its annual
Law Revue Show. The twenty-seventh
annual Law Revue entitled "Springtime
For Trangsrud!" was one of the most well
attended Law Revues in years. Seven
hundred students and faculty filled the
seats of Lisner Auditorium.
Matthew Blenner, the show's Execu
tive Director, was pleased with the results
of the cast's hard work. He explained that
the Law Revue had three main goals this
year: to increase attendance, to involve
faculty, and to put on a more professional
looking show. Blenner felt that the show
was able to meet all three.
Executive Producer Debbie Bern
stein noted that the increase in attendance
was a result of several factors. Not only
did the cast do a good job of promoting
the show, but the fact that several Dean's
Fellows were in the cast and actively
promoted the show throughout the LRW
program also helped bring out large num
bers of students. Additionally, online
ticket sales and the added visibility of
selling shout-outs the week before the
show helped to alert members of the Law
School community.
Mote faculty and alumni attended
THE show AYVSILTV vrv prevVows years as -we\\,
partly thanks to Executive Board's work

with the alumni relations office.
Everyone that attended the show
seemed to have a great time. The per
formance went off without a hitch and
remained high energy throughout, full of
great dancing, music, singing, and writing.
The cast of the show was backed by a very
talented group of musicians called, "The
Prosecutes," who played during scene
changes in between numbers.
All of the musicals and skits were
full of inside jokes about everything law
school - the curriculum; law student in
securities and law school absurdities; the
loss of Chic-Fil-A in the Marvin Center
and the lack of beautiful members of the
opposite sex, as well as varying tempera
ture in the law school buildings, and the

LAPTOPS from page l.
There are currently no known
suspects. Dean Morrison did, however,
confront a man on the fourth floor at ap
proximately 6:30 p.m. one evening before
spring break. The man subsequently ran
out of the building.
2L Christina Suarez returned to her
locker at 10 p.m. on February 10th and
found that both the lock and her laptop
were gone.
"It happened some time between 6
p.m. and 10 p.m. that night," said Suarez.
"I posted a note to the portal after that
because I wanted to see if other students
had similar problems. I took the responses
and went to talk to [SBA President] Eric
[Koester] and Dean Morrison. We talked
about locking the school at night and
some options to better notify the student
body about these types of things."
This is not the first rash of thefts
that has occurred at the Law School in
recent years.
"Five or six years ago, someone
was stealing laptops in the library when
the owners went to the bathroom," noted

Maggs appeared in a skit called
quests and resulting pitfalls of searching
"Contract
Commandoes." It was cofor a big firm job.
Perhaps not as entertaining to non- medic take on his classroom demeanor,
law school members of the audience who resulting from his time in the military.
turned out to support their loved ones, the When asked about his performance
writers' humor struck a cord with fellow Maggs said, "I had a great time and was
very flattered to be included. I was really
students.
In addition to jokes about law nervous because everyone else in the show
students, many skits featured comedic actually had acting talent."
The show also included many mu
impressions of favorite professors. Few
faculty members were spared. In "Faculty sical numbers. Most were parodies of
Squares" and "GW Idol," the members of popular songs that replaced the lyrics with
law school
the cast did
references.
hilarious
Highlights
imperson
included,
ations of
the song
faculty
"Estop
It
members
Like
It's
such as
Hot" a
DeanRenee
hilarious
DeVigne,
take on
Profes
Snoop
and
sors Steven
Pharrell's
and Heidi
"Drop It
Schooner,
Like
It's
J e r o m e
Hot."
Barron,
Stephanie Deckter Special To Nots Bene
The
Chip Lupu, Cast member David Mayman prepares for his close-up backstage
song
was
T h e r e s a at Law Revue XXVII.
rapped by
Gabaldon
Matthew Blenner, Nick Ariniello, Jus
and others.
But, as Matthew Blenner, the show's tin Cockrell and Frank Lattuca, played
Executive Director noted, "all the profes Dean Roger Trangsrud, Professor Lewis
sors I spoke with after the show thought Solomon and Wilmarth, respectively. The
memorable lyrics of number advised the
that the jokes were in good humor."
In fact, a couple of the faculty faculty in the audience as follows: "When
members decided to get in on the act they try to find a new dean/Estop it like
themselves. In the spirit of good fun, Pro- its hot/When the staff try to get more
lessors JoYvrv "Batnz3cva.f a rvd Gregory "N/laggs loot/Estop it like its hot/And if a student
became personally involved in two of the

gets an attitude/Estop em like it's hot/My

repertoire. "The jokes were great and
hit topics that affect lL's, 2L's and 3L's
alike," seconded 1L Jocelyn Kaufman, "I
really enjoyed the show. I have to admit
that I was a little uncomfortable at points
given the professors in attendance and
the jokes about them, but they seemed to
take them well. I will definitely go again
next year."
"I have gone to the Law Revue
show every year, and each year I am
amazed at how much work and prepara
tion that the cast members put into the
show. Their hard work shines through as
the show goes on flawlessly. As in past
years, the show was well worth the $12-15
admission fee," said 3L Don Amlin.
Many students commented on how
nice it was to see the faculty not only in at
tendance, but also involved in the show.
The faculty members in attendance
also had nothing but good things to
say about the show. Professor Christy
DeSanctis commented, "Law Revue
showcased singing, dancing and comedic
talents that typically don't come out in
other law school endeavors. ... I thor
oughly enjoyed the show, in part because
I escaped relatively unscathed, which was
surprising given that seven Dean's Fellows
were in the cast. Professor Peterson, was
sitting next to me, was not so lucky."
Echoed Professor Zubrow, "I re
ally enjoyed the show and I thought that
the music, dancing, singing, writing and
high level of energy and enthusiasm were
terrific!"
Dean Trangsrud said that he really
enjoyed tine show as well. "I thought the
band, the music, and the choreography

show's acts. Banzhaf and SBA President
Eric Koester performed in a hilarious take
on "Inside the Actor's Studio." The skit
poked fun at Banzhaf's various media
appearances, such as his notorious turn
on the "Daily Show."
When asked about his participation
in the show, Banzhaf said that he had a lot
of fun. He quipped, "I was forced into it
when the staff kidnapped my infant son
and threatened to feed him greasy French
fries if I didn't participate. It was terribly
embarrassing since I'm so shy about ap
pearing in public. The only thing which
later mollified me was that McDonald's
was forced to pay an additional $8.5 mil
lion to settle another fat law suit—my
dream continues!"

curriculum's strong cuz I've been here so
long/And my tenure's in effect cuz I got
it goin' on."
Other great musical numbers in
cluded "Let's Get It Studied," a take on
the Black-Eyed Peas' "Let's Get it Start
ed," and "GW Dub Woman," based on
Gretchen Wilson's "Redneck Woman."
Many students and professors left
incredibly impressed by the amount of
work cast members put into the produc
tion. Amir Shaikh, 2L, commented, "I re
ally enjoyed the show. I can't believe how
much work went into it. I can't imagine
how the students involved had time to
balance school and rehearsal."
Mike Moore, another 2L, was im
pressed by the diversity of the Law Revue

were excellent. Several of the comedy
skits were also home runs." He jokingly
added that after seeing the flyers for the
show, whose title incorporated his name
in a song about Adolf Hitler from the
popular Broadway musical "The Produc
ers," he "expected to be portrayed in a Ge
stapo uniform, but in the end I was simply
compared to the late German Chancellor
so I guess I got off easy."
After the show, the audience and
cast members got a chance to mingle at
Mackey's. Included with the admission
fee was a tab set up at Mackey's by the
SBA. Alumni, including former Dean's
Fellows, met with current students for an
enjoyable conclusion to the evening.

Morrison. "So we decided to add the
turnstiles to the library. It was very suc
cessful. Theft has pretty much been non
existent in the Law School until now."
Koester, Morrison, and University
Police Department discussed several op
tions to try to prevent future thefts and
restore a feeling of safety within the law
school.
Morrison described several options
that were discussed, ranging from law
students wearing G-World cards in clear
badges to purchasing locks that are more
difficult to cut off.
"One option that we discussed in
early February was to install more cam
eras," said Koester. "Those have been
installed in the hallways and other areas
throughout the school."
The changes also included increased
University Police patrols and a new policy
to secure the doors of the school from 6:30
p.m. to 7 a.m.
The door policy became effective
on March 21st and is intended to give
administration increased control over
who accesses the law school during the

evening. Koester and Morrison decided
this policy would address the need for in
creasing safety while adding only a minor
inconvenience.
Law students can enter the buildings
from 6:30 p.m. until 11 p.m. using their
G-World card at any of the five controlled
entry doors. Faculty and staff will still be
able to use the doors at all times.
Restricted access in the evenings for
friends and guests of students or faculty is
one inconvenience of the new door policy.
However, this is likely a minor tradeoff for
the increased feeling of security through
out the buildings. The policy may also
increase students' awareness of the people
present in the buildings.
But the new door policy will not
altogether reduce the possibility of theft
on the premises.
Sometime during winter break, a
thief broke into the office used by the
American Intellectual Property Law As
sociation Quarterly Journal (AIPLA QJ)
staff. This office, located at 2002 G Street,
is protected by a combination lock on the
door of the office, as well as a combina

tion lock on the door of the building. The
building, which also houses the SBA and
other student organizations, does not use
a card system like that used to secure the
other law school buildings.
"The thief took the monitor and
keyboard from one computer and the
CPU from another one," said AIPLA's
Executive Production Editor, 3L Ray
Ming Chang. "It seems like he took those
to sell them later because all the brand
names matched on the items taken. This
is supposed to be our area to work [in],
and it is a shame to have to lock every
thing up."
Morrison and Koester recommend
that all students try to be mindful of the
people in the halls and report any suspi
cious activity to the information desk or
University Police. Koester also hopes that
students can keep the SBA informed when
incidents occur.
"The problem is a lot of the time it is
really tough to tell who is and who is not
a student," admitted Morrison. "Students
will simply have to use their best judgment
when it comes to that."

Nota Bene
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Military Law Society Resurfaces
BY REBECCA PARKER

After an absence of almost a decade,
the Military Law Society is making a
comeback at GW Law. First year student
and Navy officer Steven Obert revived
the group this semester with the goal of
catering to students interested in military
law issues.
Obert was surprised to find that
such an organization did not already
exist because GW educates a substantial
number of lawyers planning to work as
military advocates. The military has its
own court system, and as such, a group
of attorneys (known as the JAG core)
who present and argue cases dealing with
military issues and the military system.
One of the Military Law Society's major
aims is to provide a group where future
JAGs can network with current L.L.M.s
and alumni.
The group is not, however, exclu
sively for members of the military and
future JAGs. "We are open to everyone's
viewpoints and ideas," Obert said. "Yes,
this is a military society, but it's not a hi
erarchical military organization."
Some of the topics on which
Obert hopes to foster discussion include
terrorism, veterans' rights, defense con
tracting, and international law issues
such as rules of armed conflict and treaty
compliance.
After the terrorist attacks of 9/11
and ensuing legislation, a good deal of liti
gation has arisen concerning various due

veterans that have joined up with the Mili
tary Law Society to help raise awareness
of this and similar concerns among law
students.
Government contracting, an area
that many GW students encounter
through government internships and
for which GW is nationally known, has
a significant impact on the military as
well. A large portion of the government's
expenditures go to assorted defense con
tracts with munitions companies, vehicle
manufacturers, consulting firms, and a
host of other groups.
Especially in the wake of the war
in Iraq, international law problems have
increased substantially. The JAGs are
instrumental in overseeing the formation
of the Iraqi court system and working
as advisors to legislative bodies, noted
Obert.
Human rights concerns have also
reached recent prominence in the con
text of the Abu Graib scandal and the
impending trials of Saddam Hussein and
his minions. JAGs often serve as advisors
to field commanders on issues such as
international human rights and rules of
engagement, and are certain to play an
important role in resolving legal questions
of this nature.
Through the Military Law Society,
Obert hopes to provide a means for dis
cussion, with both soldiers and civilians,
regarding these and a host of other issues
pertinent to military law. In furtherance
of this goal, Obert has begun working with
other organizations, including LAMBDA

process rights of suspected terrorists. Sim

law, to spread awareness of controversies

students witYi arv interest in militar-y \aw

such as the Solomon Amendment and

issues to participate in the organization.

Staff Writer

ilarly, new intelligence and surveillance

have an interest in Military Law to attend
the upcoming oral arguments to be held
in the moot courtroom on April 12. MLS
member Melissa Covolesky will present
amicus oral arguments before the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces.
The event should provide a look into the
military court system - the Court of Ap
peals for the Armed Forces is analogous
to a numbered circuit court) - and to
witness a military criminal proceeding,
said Obert.
According to Professor Gregory
Maggs, although many criminal pro
ceedings tried before the military are
also justiciable in federal or state courts,
the military often asserts jurisdiction be
cause additional penalties in the way of
rank reductions are assessed in military
proceedings. In addition to teaching at
GW, Maggs is also an officer in the U.S.
Army Reserve.
Obert plans to follow the advice
of faculty advisor Maggs in shaping the
group's future: "Bring some interesting
people to campus who will talk about
interesting things."
There is certainly no shortage of
interesting people with military back
grounds in Washington, D.C.. Obert
hopes that, through relationships formed
with former L.L.M.s and with the as
sistance of Maggs and Dean Thomas
Morrison, the Military Law Society can
entice speakers from the Pentagon and
assorted Homeland Security offices to
present at GW.
Obert enthusiastically encourages

mechanisms have been statutorily imple
mented with a correspondingly higher
need for secrecy during wartime. While
much of the stir surrounding these issues
seems to come from civil rights groups,
many of these highly controversial issues
directly affect military operations.
Another prominent issue raised
recently deals with benefits cuts for veter
ans, a somewhat controversial proposal
during the 2004 presidential election.
Obert is pleased with the enthusiasm of

hopefully to create an atmosphere where
interested parties can express a diversity
of viewpoints.
Though no major events have been
planned for this semester, Obert is very
pleased with the interest the group has
generated and urges others concerned
with military issues to raise them. Cur
rently, he is working on a used DVD drive
to send some entertainment to the troops
still in Iraq.
Obert also encourages those who

Information about upcoming meetings
will be available through the web por
tal or by contacting Obert directly at
sobert@law.gwu.edu.
Some students that are training to be
JAGs are already on active duty," Obert
said. "But the vast majority of attorneys
who work on military issues are civilians
who graduate from law school. I don't
want people to be dissuaded from joining
by the thought that they need to have a
military background."

ANIMAL LAW from page l.

other story. "Because [Deavers and Blase]
are not Moot Court Board members, the
school declined to pay" for them to enter
the competition, said Contini.
To support the trip to Harvard, the
SALDF had two very successful bake
sales, raising about $200 each. They also
received a grant from the Animal Legal
Defense Fund for $400. Due to their
fantastic performance this year, Blase and
Deavers plan to return to the competition
next year, and "the school has agreed to
fund them this time," said Contini.
The problem for the competition
involved the use of the term "cruelty
free" on cosmetics. The plaintiff's suit
alleged violations of California's false
advertising and unfair competition laws.
Blase covered the federal preemption issue
presented by the problem, focusing mostly
on the Food, -Drug, and Cosmetics Act,
while Deavers focused on whether or not
the claim stated a cause of action under
California law.
"The topic was very pertinent and
compelling for both of us," Blase and
Deavers agreed.
The pair contends that basic hard
work was the secret of their success. After
submitting their brief, the team gained
access to the briefs authored by the other
competitors and they compiled all the
best arguments presented into their oral
argument outline. "For the two weeks

immediately before the competition, we
basically lived at the law school spend
ing many hours each day practicing and
perfecting our arguments on both sides of
the issues," noted the pair.
Because Deavers and Blase did
not request credit for participating in the
competition, "they did not have a faculty
advisor," added Professor Mary Cheh,
who heads up the Animal Welfare Le
gal Reform Project with Professor Joan
Schaffner.
Although Blase and Deavers are
thankful to the many student members
of SALDF who mooted them before the
competition, Cheh maintains that "they
pulled it all together on their own."
The moot court competition is just
one way that GW students can learn more
about the growing field of animal law.
"Our students' involvement is just a fur
ther manifestation of the widespread in
terest in animal welfare and animal rights
issues, here at GW and at law schools
throughout the country," said Cheh.
In addition to the moot court com
petition, students can get involved with
SALDF through the Animal Welfare
Legal Reform Project, an independent
pro bono project that helps to reform the
animal welfare laws and improve their
enforcement in the District of Colum
bia. Students can gain credit towards the
Law School's pro bono program for their

It did not take much for the two to
decide to compete in competition this
year. 3L Kerry Contini, the president of
the GW chapter of the Student Animal
Legal Defense Fund ("SALDF"), notes
that the organization "made it a priority
to send a team to compete."
In addition to this support from
the student organization, of which both
Deavers and Blase are board members, the
two received encouragement from many
others, including Professors Nancy Perry,
the Executive Vice President of Govern
ment Affairs for The Humane Society
of the United States, and Jon Loworn,
the Executive Vice President of Animal
Protection Litigation for the Humane
Society of the United States. "They are
both pioneers in this field, and we're really
lucky to have them,"
The final factor influencing Blase
and Deavers' decision to compete was
their desire to "add to GW's prominence
as a great place to study animal law."
The pair also wanted to bring at
tention to the first ever National Animal
Law Legislative Drafting and Lobbying
Competition, which the SALDF and
Contini have worked hard to bring to GW
Law on April 2, 2005.
If deciding to compete was easy,
actually getting to the competition was an
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participation.
They can also take the Animal Law
and Wildlife Protection Seminar, which is
a 2-credit course offered on Tuesday eve
nings in the Fall, from 6-8 p.m. Deavers
highly recommends the course: "[the]
course is the foundation of the animal
law program at GW, and generating
more student interest is an essential step
to building the animal law program at
the school."
Students and faculty alike are
impressed by the success of Blase and
Deavers. "I'm so proud of them," said
3L Anne McKibbin, "their win just goes
to show that GW has a great program in
this cutting edge area of the law."
"Lynn and Kristie are... exclusively
responsible for their spectacular showing
in the competition," agreed Cheh.
When asked if they have any
words of wisdom for others who wish to
compete in the Animal Law Moot Court
competition in the future - S
ALDF hopes
to send two teams, including Deavers and
Blase to the third annual competition Deavers noted that "it's a lot of time, but
extremely rewarding."
Blase had some more specific ad
vice: "smile as judges ask you questions,
even if you're completely clueless or
confused, take a deep breath and then
answer."
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Career Panel Addresses Hispanic
Opportunities in Corporate Law
BY SYLVIA COV ARRUBIAS

Staff Writer

On Wednesday, March 2, the His
panic Law Student Association, together
with the Corporate and Business Law
Society, co-hosted a career panel on cor
porate law. The event took place in the
Tasher Great Room of the Burns Law
Library. The two organizations hoped
to educate law students about how to get
into the field of corporate law andto share
the contributions and insight of Hispanic
corporate law professionals.
The panel consisted of five accom
plished practitioners from a variety of
backgrounds who now practice corporate
law. Marcos G. Ronquillo, a trial lawyer
and partner at Godwin Gruber in Dallas,
Texas, spoke about his work represent
ing large public entities in court. Most
recently, Ronquillo represented a Texas
public school district in a desegregation
case. Ronquillo earned his J.D. from
The George Washington University Law
School in 1979.
Jaime Taronji, Jr., of Counsel at
Howrey Simon Arnold & White, is an
expert in antitrust law. He served as

antitrust counsel for a variety of For
tune 200 companies, and worked at the
Federal Trade Commission's Bureau of
Competition.
Rafael E. Alfonzo, another GW
alum, is an associate at Holland & Knight.
He specializes in White Collar and Cor
porate Compliance, advising clients on
government regulation compliance. Prior
to joining Holland & Knight, Alfonzo
served as a Judge Advocate for the U.S.
Marine Corp.
Bob CalafF is the director of federal
policy for T-Mobile USA, Inc., advising
the company on federal governmental
matters. Prior to working for T-Mobile,
Calaff served in a variety of capacities
at the Federal Communications Com
mission.
Susan Santana, in-house counsel for
Dell, Inc., moderated the panel. Santana
earned her J.D. from UCLA in 1995 and
worked as an associate at Holland and
Knight prior to joining Dell.
Santana first geared the conversa
tion towards exploring each panelist's
current posiaon, as well as the road each
one took to get to their current place in
their careers. Most ended up in corporate
law through unconventional routes.

Mr. Alonzo joined the Marines after
law school, where he was able to practice
in areas such as human rights law. He
reflected that the military gave him the
opportunity to hold responsibility early
on, something he knew would not have
happened at a large firm.
Alonzo also explained that he did
not want to jump into the lawyer lifestyle
immediately after law school, and that
the military gave him the opportunity to
engage in meaningful work and to give
back to his country.
Ronquillo started his own firm,
which merged with Godwin Gruber. He
described how he took part in some of the
bread and butter tasks that entail being a
partner of a large firm, including admin
istrative, public relations, recruiting, and
rainmaking duties, in addition to trying
cases. Ronquillo also explained the some
times trying aspects of a trial lawyer's
lifestyle, including the long hours and the
sometimes difficult personal interactions
with clients.
Throughout the discussion, the
panelists stressed the value of government
work and talked about transitioning from
government to the private sector. Several
of the panelists' work currently involves

government compliance. In Calaff's view,
working at the FCC has proven to be a
critical asset in his current private sector
position.
Santana also focused the conversa
tion by stressing that law students should
create their own opportunities. She
stressed the importance of having men
tors that are at different stages of their
own careers.
A reception followed the panel
discussion, where students and panelists
enjoyed more informal conversations. Mr.
Taronji, for example, had a conversation
with students discussing the differences
between the DOJ antitrust division and
the FTC, and shared his opinion on the
trends of competition regulation in a
global market.
Mr. Ronquillo joked about his
earlier political activism, and about how
he likes to frighten prospective associates
with his old GW law ID card bearing a
bearded, long-haired picture of himself in
his early 20's in the 1970's.
GW law students' comments about
the event were overwhelmingly positive.
Students felt that the panelists were rel
evant, informative, and that the event in
general was well organized.

Jessup Moot Court Team Takes Home
Best Brief Award at Regional Competition
BY JOSHUA SUVG ER

Staff Writer

Lindsay Kay, a 3L from Tabernacle,
New Jersey, learned that the best way to
take home an honor at a regional moot
competition is to bring a team of GW's
best, brightest, and hardest working writ
ers with you.
On February 19th and 20th in Cam
den, New Jersey, Kay, Leigh Anne
Dewine, James Menz, and David Shull
proudly represented GW Law School in
the Mid-Atlantic Regional of the Phil
lip S. Jessup International Moot Court
Competition, sponsored by the Law firm
of Shearman & Sterling LLP. The four
competitors were selected to represent
GW after receiving the highest four scores
in the school's internal Jessup Interna
tional Moot Court competition in the
spring of 2004.
Dewine, a 3L who is getting joint
JD and Masters in International Affairs
degrees, felt that "by participating in
the school's internal competition a year
before the regional competition . . . our
skills teams were given a good foundation
to build upon when we competed in the
competition this year."
"Our team was excited about the
opportunity to compete against other

schools and [we] hope that the partici
pants next year have as good a time as we
did in learning and developing skills in
international law."
The 2005 Jessup Competition's
problem involves a dispute between two
countries over the fate of a commercial
shipping vessel's crew and cargo when the
ship runs aground after a pirate attack.
Participants had to answer ques
tions of who should bear responsibility for
the attack on the vessel on an atoll in terra
nullius, as well as for the resultant spill of
nuclear materials in the ocean surround
ing the atoll. The problem specifically
dealt with maritime and environmental
law.
The regional competition's oral ar
gument section spanned two days. Menz
and Shull argued on behalf of the respon
dent, the Kingdom of Raglan, while Kay
and Dewine argued on behalf of the ap
plicant, the Republic of Appollonia.
The GW team performed well in
their arguments, but was eliminated be
fore advancing to the final round. Despite
suffering a defeat, the GW Team did not
leave the competition empty handed, tak
ing home the First Place Best Brief award
for the competition.
The entire team expressed great dis
appointment with the quality of the oral
argument judging and with the organiza

tion of the competition.
"Most of the judges lacked any
knowledge of international law and those
that did were not given the fact pattern
early enough to be informed about what
they were judging," said Dewine.
The team has filed an official com
plaint with the Jessup International Moot
Court Competition, citing their concerns
and frustration with the competition for
which they worked so hard to prepare.
Despite the poor quality of judging,
Shull, a 3L student from Canton, Michi
gan, commented: "we were all honored
to represent GW Law School in the
competition. ... I loved the moot court
competition because it's a really innova
tive issue since international law has so
many murky areas; you can have a good
time with some of the issues."
Shull found that the regional com
petition's problem was significantly more
difficult than the school's internal compe
tition, but that the challenge of advancing
his knowledge in international law was
well worth it.
The competition's brief judging was
based on the criteria of knowledge of
the facts and law, proper and articulate
analysis, extent of research, clarity, correct
citations, grammar, and style.
Shull and his teammates recom
mend that future competitors have some

background in international law if they
decide to participate in Jessup: "By having
taken at least one class in international
law we definitely had an advantage over
teams that had little background in the
law".
Team Captain Kay thought that
"the competition was fantastic" and that
"the diversity of experiences of her team"
directly led to their success. The "team
was also fortunate to have great professors
like Dean Karamanian" who served as the
teams coach, as well as Professors Mur
phy, Scheffer, Carillo, and Moot Court
Board members James Cobb, Rebecca
Carvalho, and Jason Karasik mooting
the team in preparation for the real thing,
added Kay.
Dean Karamanian found coaching
the GW Jessup team to be "a real treat"
and attributed the team's success to the
"group working well as a team."
"Each team member was a polished
speaker who could think quickly without
losing track of the ultimate objective of
the argument," she noted.
Spencer Davis, Jaclyn West, Mazna
Hussain, and Michael Winn, all of whom
recently took part in GW's internal Jessup
Competition, will represent the law school
at the Regional Competition in the spring
of 2006.

The Race is THIS SATURDAY, March 26 at 8:00am at Hains Point. Plenty of parking is available,
but there is also a FREE SHUTTLE leaving at 7:15am from Foggy Bottom Metro, and at 7:30am from
L'Enfant Plaza Metro.
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Free food, t-shirts, and prizes for all participants! The entry fee supports the Law School's Loan
Reimbursement Assistance Program. Register online at http://www.law.gwu.edu/stdg/ejf/race05.
html, or drop off an entry form in the EJF box in the Records Office.
Contact Logan, lhambrick@law.gwu.edu to volunteer or get more info.. Just Race It!
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Amnesty International Hosts Human Rights Symposium
BV YUTA USUDA

Staff Writer

Human rights protection has ad
vanced in recent years, but the interna
tional community has more to pursue,
speakers said Friday at The George Wash
ington University Law School..
The GW Law chapter of the Am
nesty International Legal Support Net
work hosted the First Annual Human
Rights Symposium in the Jacob Burns
Moot Court Room. Starting at 9:30 a.m.,
the event continually provided four panels,
each of which focused on a different topic
discussed by experts from law schools, law
firms and organizations. About seventy
students attended one or more panels
based on the individuals' own choice.
"I'm glad that we've got more
than we expected and a good number of
practitioners," said Anne Janet De Ases,
president of the worldwide human rights
organization's GW Law chapter. "We
hope to host an event in which students
can interact with local human rights at
torneys, meet other students interested in
human rights, and foster a human rights
community at the law school. Another
important goal was to get more people
interested in joining Amnesty Interna
tional."
In an e-mail, De Ases explained
that the organization decided to host
the symposium for three main reasons.
First, "[ijt's never been done before and
there are many important human rights
issues that people want to discuss and
raise awareness about/' she wrote. "We

thought it would be a good idea to start
a discussion at school about important
issues," which were the topics chosen for
the symposium. Second "[m]any students
come to law school with an interest in hu
man rights law, but don't find that many
ways to learn and get involved aside from
the clinic and Oxford Program." Third,
"[s]ince it is difficult to break into the hu
man rights field during and immediately
after law school, we wanted to host a net
working lunch to give students a chance
to ask the panelists questions, meet local
practitioners and other students interested
in human rights law."
The four panels, which consisted of

RANKING/ROM page 1.
programs. "Fred did great things . . . but
every time a new director comes in you
tweak the program," said Montgomery.
Some of the tweaking geared to
continue improving the school's career
services included an overhaul of the 1L
Career Conference, traditionally held on
a Saturday in November.
"Traditionally, there has been the
[CDO] Director, a key note speaker, and
a panel of students. I've found that the
keynote speaker wasn't effective. We
set up tables with alums in different
practice areas instead," Montgomery
explained. "The feedback from the
students was phenomenal. They felt
that it was a much more effective way of
getting information from practitioners.
Some other innovative programs
the CDO has implemented this year
include speed networking events and
practice area focused alumni networking
events. Speed networking is based on the
speed dating concepts, where students
and practitioners have to rotate at given
intervals of time and meet new people.
As for practice area specific events, the
CDO recently hosted a networking event
in coordination with the Student Intellec

three to five speakers with a moderator,
covered human trafficking, torture, the
Darfur crisis, and the Convention on the
Elimination of All Forms of Discrimina
tion Against Women (CEDAW).
During the panel, "Torture and
U.S. Foreign Policy," four speakers talked
about their experiences and vigorously
exchanged their views on current torture

torture cannot be a U.S. policy, but it
has been statistically ambiguous. Under
standing of a long-term self-interest of
the United States is needed, he said. He
reviewed the Alien Tort Statute; Filartiga
v. Pena- Irala; a nd Sosa v. Alvarez-Machain
as they related to torture remedies. While
referring to past successful individual
claims, Steinhardt said the U.N. system

Panelists Professor Charles Brower, University of Mis sissippi School of Law , GW Professor Arturo
Carrillo (at podium), GW Professor Ralph Steinhardt discuss human rights law at last Friday's
issues.
Among the discussion, Eric Biel,
Deputy Washington Director and Senior
Counsel of the Human Rights First,
explained Alt v. Rumsfeld, a current law
suit, jointly filed with the American Civil

has not been able to establish a technique
to address systematic abuses. "Darfur,
Rwanda, Cambodia all suggest that mas
sive violations of human rights are beyond
the reach of international legal system,"
he said.

The organizers began planning the
symposium in September. They contacted
professors and local practitioners to get
ideas and later invited students from
area law schools, the GW undergraduate
students, local Amnesty International
groups, and other local human rights
organizations.
The biggest hurdle was to ensure
participation of enough panelists, she
said. "We overcame this obstacle by be
ing persistent and continuing to contact
professors and attorneys we were in touch
with," De Ases said.
Students had signed up for sessions
beforehand and came to the symposium
with individual interest and purposes.
The panel on women's rights caught
attention of Anne McKibbin, a 3L from
Chicago, who is interested in human
rights. The discussion explored the
circumstances where the United States
has not ratified the CEDAW, which was
adopted by the U.N. General Assembly
in 1979.
"I don't know why the United States
has not ratified CEDAW," McKibbin said.
"I'm curious to find out."
As to the entire symposium, she
added, the organizers did a good job host
ing the event. "I think it's great we have
this," she said. "It looks like we've got
some really knowledgeable panelists."
David Shull, a 3L from Canton,
Mich., attended the Torture and U.S.
Policy panel. Shull, who is in the GW Hu
man Rights Clinic and is assisting Judge
Advocate General lawyers for one of the
detainees at OnarvtaTvarcvo'Bay, C.\x\>a, said

Liberty Union, against Defense Secretary
Donald Rumsfeld on behalf of eight men
who were allegedly tortured under his
command. The suit asserts claims under
the Fifth and Eighth Amendments, the
U.N. Convention Against Torture or
Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading
Treatment or Punishment, and the Third
and Fourth Geneva conventions.
Biel noted three goals need to be
achieved through this suit: establishment
of accountability for past abuses in Iraq,
with, e.g., Rumsfeld; compensatory, not
punitive, redress for victims; and declara
tory relief from the U.S. government.
Professor Ralph Steinhardt said

speaker Amanda Shanor, a program of
ficer for Social, Economic and Cultural
Rights at the Robert F. K ennedy Memo
rial Center for Human Rights, said that
trafficking issues do occur in the United
States, as in Hoffman Plastic Compounds
Inc. v. National Labor Relations Board, an d
that the spirit of human rights implies
obligation not only of states but also of
people.
Improvement of the situation would
require looking towards the creation of
new laws, changing existing laws to ad
dress the intersectionality of trafficking
issues and political solutions, she said.

"It gives a broader understanding of
the U.S. policy toward terror and toward
detainees of Guantanamo," Shull said.
"I think it's important that people take a
stand against these government policies,
which are destroying our moral standing
internationally."
While the whole panel, he said he
particularly enjoyed discussion by speaker
Kristine Huskey, senior associate-attorney
of Shearman & Sterling, on her first
hand experience representing 12 Kuwaiti
citizens detained at the Guantanamo Bay
naval base as well as her interrogation
tactics.

tual Property Law Association (SIPLA).
Approximately 100 students and fifty
employers attended the event. The CDO
plans on organizing similar meetings for
other practice areas next year.
Most of the employers invited to
these events are GW Law alumni. "We
always try to get alums first. . . You can
make a connection with them easier. But
if there are no alumni in a particular field,
I will go outside the alumni. Especially
for alternative careers I'll go outside al
ums," said Montgomery.
A major step towards improving
GW's hiring statistics is the recent switch
from the eattorney.com electronic job da
tabase system to'the Simplicity program.
Effective as of spring break, the new data
base promises to be much faster and more
user-friendly than its predecessor.
Montgomery explained that a
number of problems the CDO and the
students experienced with eattorney
brought the need for change to the fore
front. "[Ejattorney was a good system
when we first got it . . . but we outgrew
it," she said. The system tended to get
overloaded during key times like the Fall
Interview Program (FIP), when it could
not adequately handle the demand of GW

and Georgetown University Law Center
students attempting to upload resumes
and cover letters. As the result of the
delays, CDO staff would have to sit and
wait until processing resumed, wasting
valuable time and energy.
The CDO staff and Dean Morrison
searched for a suitable replacement for
eattorney thought out last year, but did not
find a satisfactory option. This year, after
a demonstration from Simplicity, they felt
that had found the answer.
"We did a lot of research -Harvard,
Chicago, Georgetown, Texas - they all
switched to Simplicity, and resoundingly,
this system was great," noted Montgom
ery.
The new program will not only be
faster, but eventually the CDO hopes to
transfer its newly minted clerkship data
base onto Simplicity, so that all career re
sources will be in one place. Additionally,
the system should attract more employers
because it does not cost them anything to
search for students, unlike eattorney. The
CDO staff recommended the switch to
Dean Morrison, and with his approval the
transformation took place during Spring
Break in March.
Part of the reason the change hap

pened when it did was that the eattorney
contract expired in March. When the
CDO did not renew it, a change was im
minent. Also, this tends to be when the
use of the online system is at its minimum
- the only major bidding-type event com
ing up is the Small/Medium Employer In
terview Program, which was successfully
handled through paper submissions while
the computer systems switched over.
Priority number one for the CDO
was re-entering all job postings into the
new system's job bank: "that was our
first and most critical concern," empha
sized Montgomery. She stressed that 3Ls
searching for permanent employment
should not be "missing a beat" because
of the computer program.
So far, there has been little student
response, though some students com
plained about not being able to log on.
In all cases, it turned out that the students
made an error entering information
and the problem was quickly resolved.
Though she acknowledges that no one
likes change, Montgomery admonishes
the students to "be patient" while they are
getting used to the new system -"you are
going to love it."

During the human trafficking panel,

he found the panel important to him.
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Faculty Profile:
Gregory E. Maggs
BY TALMADGE DOWLING

Staff Writer

"All right, let's get started."
The famous words Professor Maggs
uses to start each class, which brought the
house down during this year's Law Revue
show, have become as recognizable to GW
students as that obnoxious buzzing that
seems to fill the lounges for hours each
week, the faces of the workers at the com
puter help desk, or Professor Banzhaf's
students at Halloween. Indeed, for most,
Professor Maggs's presence has been felt
ever since he became a part of the faculty
here at GW back in 1993.
One could say that being a law pro
fessor was in Maggs's blood as he is not
only the son but also the grandson of law
professors. When asked if he had any
secret ambition in his undergraduate to do
anything other then be a professor, Maggs
responded with a simple "Nope." To
be sure, Professor Maggs's
entire career has been one
of an impressively extensive
focus on law.
He attended Harvard
University for both his un
dergraduate degree and
his J.D.; and has clerked
for both Justices Clarence
Thomas and Anthony M.
Kennedy of the United
States Supreme Court as
well as for Circuit Judge Jo
seph T. Sneed of the United

normal rank is irrelevant as many perrenMADNESS from page 2.
after the SAM or whether the SAM pre nial competitors in the nationals are lower
cipitated his silence. While advocating, ranked schools that place significant time
James Cobb asked the court to remember and effort into their advocacy programs.
that, "While the world may have changed
That said, the finals should prove
significantly since September 11th, the very exciting as both GW teams fight for
Constitution has not."
the top spot and now for the first time have
When preparing their written the potential of facing each other. The
brief, Don Amlin and Frank Scaduto finals will take place in Chicago, Illinois
represented the Petitioner, while James between Thursday March 31 and Saturday
Cobb and Stephanie Roy represented April 2, 2005.
the Respondent. The teams were power
During the competition, the teams
matched on their brief score for the first had the assistance of three bailiffs: Chris
two rounds and their brief score remained tina Suarez, Dave Zvenyach, and Jeff
a part of their score throughout later Bailey. The competitors were grateful
rounds.
for their assistance and for the guidance
This worked in favor of both teams they received from the LRW program at
as Cobb and Roy had the highest scoring GW, and specifically Lorri Unumb and
brief in the region followed closely by Christy De Sanctis.
Amlin and Scaduto who had the third
In addition to their training under
highest brief. Roy and Cobb moved the LRW program, both teams were
through Round 1 and 2 with victories over mooted extensively (almost every day for
Widener and Florida A&M followed by two weeks prior to oral arguments, once
a Round 3 and 4 victories consecutively even three times in one day).
over the team from University of Virginia.
The teams honed their skills to
Amlin and Scaduto started with victories a sleek perfection before the following
over Duke and William and Mary in the professors and adjuncts: Butler, Siegel,
first rounds, followed by a heart breaking Dienes, Maggs, Tyler, Peterson, Lackey,
defeat to the University of Texas by .16 and Bronston, and are thankful for their
points on a 100 point scale.
help.
One of a few teams to advance with
WATER
2-1 records, Amlin and Scaduto beat local
s L A Y
rival American University in a protested
c O N E
decision and continued to beat the Univer
u s E S
sity of Texas, their former nemesis, when
D E W
it counted. Cobb and Roy completed
their unbeaten record with a victory over
Texas Tech.
In the end, GW is one of three
teams who will be dominating the finals
with both teams advancing; Loyola
University of Chicago and South Texas
College are the other two. These school
names may not top the charts of the "ac
curate" U.S. News and World Report rank
ings, but in the external moot court world,

Prof. Gregory E. Maggs

States Court of Appeals for
the Ninth Circuit.
Prior to coming to GW, Professor
Maggs taught at the University of Texas
for two years where he was a professor of
Bankruptcy, Insurance Law, and Payment
Systems. Additionally, Professor Maggs
worked for former Judge Robert H. Bork,
assisting with litigation and research and
has served as a consultant to the Office of
Independent Council.
At present, Maggs is a member
of United States Army Reserve Judge
Advocate General's Corps, the "Code
Committee" for the Uniform Code of
Military Justice, and is also acting as a
special master for the Supreme Court in
a case between the United States and the
State of Alaska over the ownership of
certain submerged lands off the coast of
Alaska. Professor Maggs also spent last
summer teaching a course on Terrorism at
Oxford and is in the process of writing a
casebook about the relationship between
the Law and Terrorism.
Here at GW, Professor Maggs now
teaches Commercial Paper, Constitu
tional Law, and Contracts, acts as the
Academic Advisor to the Military Law
Society and The Federalist Society, serves
on both the Clerkship Committee and
POWER

P U S
R O N T
1 o T A
P L O Y

Admissions Committee, and has received
the Distinguished Faculty Service Award
three times, including last year.
Professor Maggs is perhaps most fa
mous around the law school for his review
videos. Humorously dubbed "the hostage
videos" by most students, the recordings
feature Professor Maggs seated before a
plain white sheet in his office lecturing
about everything from Enforcement and
Recovery of Negotiable Instruments to
Remedies.
The videos reflect an ongoing cam
paign by Maggs to "make material more
absorbable for students" and to provide
"different ways for reaching people in the
class." Indeed, Professor Maggs has also
found that students tend to "lose the for
est for the trees," and that these materials
are able to both provide the material in an
entertaining fashion, and to
make the events more real to
students.
As Professor Maggs
stated, "we are not so far
removed from these cases.
These decisions are not
dusty old history, they in
volved real people."
This campaign, which
has so far included putting
exams and answers on the
Internet, producing out
lines, and bringing slides

and props to class, has been
judged to be a very successful one.
When asked what he thought of
Professor Maggs use of these materials
1L Christopher Sharp said, "The slides
are a nice little break from case review,
and Professor Maggs is a Google super
star - he always finds a picture to go with
the case."
1L Adam Nagorski added "Profes
sor Maggs's slide presentations really give
cases a personal feel - kind of like a parent
who shows you pictures of his kids to go
along with the stories about them."
In addition to the general approval
received from his own students about
these teaching methods, Professor Maggs
has interestingly enough received emails
and questions asking about the content of
his videos and the other review materials
he has posted not only from GW students,
but from a wide variety of students from
other law schools as well.
Overall, Professor Maggs's teaching
style has been deemed by virtually every
one to be a pleasant departure from the
Socratic Method still used by many pro
fessors. Furthermore, Professor Maggs
has noted that student performance on
his exams has improved since he started
this effort.
As Maggs puts it "Every year the
students are better then they were in the
past," though Maggs humorously added
that this might be because the Law School
is able to choose better students each
year.
Without a doubt Professor Maggs,
with his fantastic use of props, his ex
tremely clear teaching style, and, thank
goodness, his "on call system" for asking
questions in class, has been a great asset to
GW Law School, and will continue to be
so in the future. And by the way Profes
sor, "I will demonstrate my acceptance of
this cookie by eating it—" that was comic
brilliance.
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Personal Encounters of the ... MPRE kind?
BY YUTA USUDA

Staff Writer

For some of thostudents who took
the Multistate Professional Responsibil
ity Examination (MPRE) at the end of
Spring Break, the most difficult part may
have been knowing where to show up!
The organizers made a last-minute
change to one of the three test center lo
cations in Washington, D.C.. The exam
scheduled to take place at the Washington
Plaza Hotel was moved to the Hamilton
Crowne Plaza just days before the test.
I was one of about 150 people who
took the MPRE at the Crowne Plaza on
March 12, and, probably like some others,
caught the short-notice change of venue
by pure chance.
As confirmed with some other folks,
the National Conference of Bar Examin
ers, which administers the exam, sent an
initial notice of the change of location
through e-mail. Mine came in the evening
of March 10 - less than two days before
the exam.
I didn't immediately notice the email because it went into the Bulk Mail
folder of my Hotmail account - a place
where normally, the message would be
certain to remain unread. I found the
e-mail later at night when I capriciously
checked the Bulk Mail box.
It arrived at 5:38 p.m. and informed
me that "[my] reporting location for
the March 12, 2005, MPRE, has been
changed. The original location is not

available. Please disregard the location
on your original admission ticket and go
the the location listed below...."
Hmmm. I wondered why the last
part of the e-mail was "act.org," which ap
peared to have little relation to the MPRE
gods. I also noticed a typo in the message,
"go the the location listed below."
The format and content of the email and the very fact that it was treated

as a bulk mail, raised a question: Is this
information true? First and foremost,
would such an official exam's location, for
which I r egistered as early as December,
be changed this late? By e-mail?
Lazy as all law students, however,
I decided not to worry about it until the
next day - the day before the exam.
It turned out that my laziness served
me well. A second e-mail, arriving even

According to Ken Gullette, a spokes in a serious problem to those who were
person for ACT in Iowa City, Iowa, on scheduled to take the exam at the Wash
behalf of the National Conference of ington Plaza Hotel."
Bar Examiners (NCBE), the organizers
Based on that information, Gul
were notified a few days before the exam lette said the MPRE organizers decided
that the original location, the Washing to switch the location to the Hamilton
ton Plaza Hotel, might undergo a power Crowne Plaza and contacted all the test
outage for an unspecified period of time takers.
during the test. Kazuaki Suzuki, sales
"Rather than taking any chance
manager of the Washington Plaza Hotel, of the test being affected, they switched
the location," said Gullette. "When you
administer the test in different locations,
something's going to happen sooner or
later. It's not an unusual thing. . . . We
try to make sure that everybody gets to
take the test. Fortunately, we were able
to contact ah the test takers." He added
that no problems were reported.
"Two-days notice isn't really bad."
Really? As a law student, I am, as
usual, tempted to argue. But it seems the
change of location really did not cause
problems for GW students. As for me,
I had not even glued my photo to the
admission ticket, which was re-issued a
day before the exam.
Min-Soo Yoo, an LL.M. candidate
from Seoul, South Korea, agrees. "It was
no problem to me," he said. "I got the no
tice" early enough and "that location was
not far from the original location."
Yuta usuta//Special to Nota Bene
Multistate Professional Responsibility Examination takers continue to crowd
The organizers also said everybody
around the check-in tables until the starting time at 9 a.m. March 12 in the lower
affected was able to take the exam. The
lounge at the Hamilton Crowne Plaza.
e-mail address from the organizer con
later, at 9 a.m. the day before the test, explained that an old generator in the tained "act.org" because the staff of the
included a link to my renewed admission hotel was to blame. Pointing out a pos National Conference of Bar Examiners
ticket in PDF format. Armed with a new sibly dangerous situation, the local office works jointly with the ACT administrators
confidence that the test center location staff of Tokyo Electric Power Co., Inc. in the same building in Iowa.
had actually been changed, I also realized mandated the hotel to engage in repair
In the end, all seems to have come
that I had received two voice messages work on the generator on the exam day off without a h itch. Perhaps this is just
from the MPRE powers-that-be, inform without power and heating, Suzuki said. another reminder that the powers-that-be
ing me of the change.
The hotel staff contacted the MPRE in charge of determining our eventual
Oh, sorry I missed your calls, administrators immediately and also re admission to this or that state's bar like
MPRE lady. I was finally seriously work arranged for all hotel customers to stay to keep law students on their toes. I look
ing on the Bar/Bri sample exams.
elsewhere on Saturday.
forward to seeing what havoc my state's
But the question remains: Why did
"It was an emergency," Suzuki said bar administrators can wreak when I file
this change have to be made right before in Japanese. "We are very sorry for the that application in the near future.
the exam?
inconvenience. We hope it didn't result

Relationships, Or The Lack Thereof . . .
Dear Ally,
I started dating my girlfriend a few
months before coming to law school.
We did the long distance relationship
thing during the first semester, and it was
tougher than we thought it would be. Dur
ing winter break she decided to move to
D.C. so that we could be together.
When she first moved in everything
was great. Lately, though, things have not
been going well. It's been hard balancing
school and spending time with her. It
has also been difficult for her to integrate
with my law school friends. I don't think
we should be together anymore, but I feel
like I can't break up with her since she
rearranged her entire life to be with me.
Should I stay with her? Is there any way
I can break up with her without being a
complete scumbag?
-Move-in Mistake
Dear Move-in,
Perhaps it was a mistake to move
in together rather impulsively after only
months of being together. I'm sure you
missed each other terribly, but it would
have been a good idea to wait, at least, un
til after your first year (since it is the most
intense), and maybe spent the summer in
the same city to test things out. Then you
would have been better prepared to make

such a big decision.
Alas, the passion of your winter
reunion got the better of you, and now
you're in a bit of a pickle. What to do?
I guess a lot depends on the type of
girl she is. If she is strong an
d independent,
then breaking up
with her shouldn't
ALLY, 2L
be too torturous
for either of you.
She'll be back on
her feet in no time.
She may even look
at the experience as a risk she took for the
sake of romance that just didn't work out
and have no regrets.
On the other hand, if she is not
very independent, you may come off as
more of a scumbag. If she is this type of
girl that probably means that the only
reason she would ever consider moving
away from her comfortable life is to be
with you. That's a lot of pressure, and
would make breaking up with her much
more difficult.
Either way, if things aren't work
ing out, I'm not sure staying together
because you will feel guilty breaking up
with her is really the best thing for either
of you. It doesn't seem like you're very
happy. Chances are, if you're not happy
then neither is she.
Although breaking up will be

hard for her, I don't think that stringing I've found that most of the people here my
her along and making her think that there age are attached and the only available
is some sort of light at the end of the tun men are a few years younger than me.
nel would be less scumbag-like. The longer
I don't want to just go out to bars
you wait the more invested she'll be in the and meet random men, but I'm getting to
relationship and it will only hurt more. the point where even that doesn't sound
Furthermore, she'll so unappealing. Any advice?
be wasting time being
-Potential Spinster
ORACLE
unhappy with you (no
offense) rather than Dear Potential Spinster,
getting on with her
First of all, you're not old enough
life.
to be thinking about spinsterhood just
In sum, she yet. Even though your friends are getting
may think you're a scumbag if you break married doesn't mean that you're missing
up with her, but you'll actually be a scum some boat that they're all on. They just got
bag if you just wait until a time when you on board a little early.
feel like you'll have peace of mind after
Second, it seems as though you
doing it.
think the fact that the only available men
are younger is a problem. I don't see it.
I myself have- always been a fan of the
*
*
*
younger ones. Maybe you should give it
another thought.
If you find that you just can't do it,
Dear Ally,
you may want to linger around common
I'm 27 years old and I started areas in school a little more. You may
here at GW this past fall. Before coming find yourself an upperclassmen in your
to school I was working in the city where age range.
I grew up. Most of my friends from home
If that doesn't work, there is always
are either already married or on their way next year's class. Maybe there'll be some
to getting married.
other people who decided to take off a few
I thought thatcoming to law school years before coming to law school.
would be best way for me to meet new
people and find my future spouse. Instead,

Ally Explains It All
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Hostage
I had a friend in college, "Bobby," steals this movie is Six Feet Under's Ben
who had this fascination with fire extin Foster as Mars, the leader of the teenage
guishers. When he got drunk, he would trio. I genuinely hope that Foster does
get his hands on one and spray away. Inno not typecast himself as the token teenage
cent victims would be engulfed with that psycho, but his performance is so utterly
white fizzy stuff, despite the fact that there perfect that I cannot imagine seeing him
was never a fire. One night, Bobby went any other way. Foster is truly frightening.
on a spraying spree in his dorm and hit Mars (short for Marshall) is a troubled
the common room in a suite of a guy he teen who takes pleasure in tormenting
couldn't stand. The next day, Bobby was people and watching them die. While he
placed on disciplinary probation because does not emerge as the ringleader of this
the room he had sprayed contained four seemingly harmless trio in the beginning,
sleeping Model UN high school students he eventually reveals his demented nature,
who awoke to a surprise Winter Wonder and demonstrates that Talley and Walter
land that next morning. When Bobby sat Smith's bosses are going to have a lot more
down to face the Dean, he heard this: "of trouble dealing with this hostage situation
all the rooms you needed to spray, you had than they thought.
What works in this movie? First
to go and spray the designated room for
of all, it is cast incredibly well. I've al
the Model UN people."
How does that relate to Florent ready mentioned Willis and Foster as
great. Kevin Pollak does
Siri's Hostage, starring
not have a huge part,
Bruce Willis and Kevin
but
is perfectly cast as
Pollak? Read on. What I
the
accountant
father.
loved about this film was
Michelle
Horn,
who
the fact that it wasn't
plays
Pollak's
spoiled
your typical hostage
daughter, Jennifer, defi
situation, but rather a
nitely
has a future on the
hostage situation within
screen.
And new face
a hostage situation. In
Jimmy
Bennett won
other words, the writer
LINDSAY
TASHER
derfully
plays Smith's
realized that if you're
precocious
young son
going to create a hostage
Tommy.
movie, it needs someSecond, I thought
thing novel and exciting,
that
the
spin on the dou
because, to be blunt, the
ble
hostage
situation
was
very
original and
concept is pretty old. Bruce Willis plays
greatly
enhanced
the
film.
Third,
I've seen
Jeff Talley, a Los Angeles hostage negotia
a lot of hostage movies that dragged so
tor VJYVO , after a traurrvati'z.rrvg failure orv tire
job, transfers to a smaller town in Califor much, and eventually 1 got bored. That

Can't Get You Out of
My Head

I really don't have an obsessive ize its greatness.
As background, I must confess that
personality. I generally attempt to adhere
I
know
very little about Califone. Frontto the everything-in-moderation maxim,
man/songwriter
Tim Rutili used to be in
with one yearly exception—the month of
a
critically-acclaimed
punk band called
March. Yes, it's this time of year where
Red
Red
Meat,
but
it's
at times tough to
even the most amateur sports fans get
see
how
that
fits
in
to
the
current Califone
brackets on the brain and trying to figure
sound,
which
is
a
modern
organic folk.
out where Winthrop is, as if it somehow
Heron
King
Blues,
the
band's
excellent
will help them in their pool.
2004
release
is
more
experimental
and
But for those of us who have be
electronic,
but
Quicksand/Cradlesnakes,
come obsessed with this madness, it
means more than your average shots- and "Vampiring Again" in particular, is
in-the-dark for office bragging rights. It very straightforward acoustic-driven stuff.
might mean running more numbers than In short, you could definitely put it on in
one cares to share—versus the spread, at the car with your parents, but the loud
neutral sites, against teams whose mascots fuzzy guitar solo at the end might make
start with the letter 'T.' It might even you mother politely ask, "What are we
listening to again?"
mean text messaging
I've also
your picks in a player
found out via the
draft in the middle of
internet two other
class. Possibly.
tidbits about Cali
Despite my usual
fone. First, while
even keel, I am, how
the band's fame lan
ever, susceptible to
guishes somewhere
some fleeting obses
in indie-folk purga
sions in the musical
tory it has devel
world. Generally I
oped
an obsessive
like my music like I
PETER BROMAGHIM
cult following. Sec
like one of my other
ond, Rutili is quite
favorite things: cold
obsessed himself
cereal. I peruse the
with American ethoptions on the shelf,
but inevitably go with what grabs me at nomusicologist Harry Smith and his col
that moment. I get it home, open it up, lections of folk music. Both of these seem
very probable given the infectious backand hopefully enjoy it over the course of
a few days. Most likely, I'll switch up to porch saunter of "Vampiring Again."
nia to be the chief of police. His family
does not happen here. Hostage is only one some Lucky Charms or Cinnamon Toast
But back to the song—what makes
is falling apart (his onscreen daughter is hour and forty-two minutes, and the direc Crunch the next time around, but there's it so great? It is so attractively simple. I
actually played by Rumor Willis, his real- tor is able to pace the movie well because a good chance that I'll be eating it again play a little guitar, and I managed to figure
life daughter) and he continues to blame there are two stories, giving adequate time some time in the near future.
out its central figure in about five minutes.
himself for the death of a small boy taken to multiple viewpoints such as the police
It's rare that I continue to consume There's hardly a melody to speak of in
hostage by his deranged father.
strategizing, the events inside the Smith the same
the guitar;
However, all this is about to change house, and Willis's separate negotiations cereal for
it's just
when three
with Smith's a month
chords,
local teen
bosses.
or so. It's
strummed
But
sometimes,
just
as
with
cereal,
The Smith house is a sprawling
agers spot
F i - even rarer
h a r d
you flip through that CD book or
wealthy
mansion with countless hidden
nally, the that I find
enough
accoun
setting of something
that you
iPod and find a band or song that has
passages, ridiculous alarm systems,
tant Walter
the hostage appetizing
can hear
been sitting around, ignored in favor
an indoor lagoon pool, and other
Smith (Kev
situation in those
the buzz
in Pollak)
of flashier new products, and you
makes for a boxes that
of the
random air ducts that make for some
and his two
really excit have been
strings
discover how brilliant it really is.
innovative maneuvering. ..
children in
ing turn of o n t h e
against the
their Escaevents. The shelf for a
fretboard.
lade at the
Smith house couple of
The drums
local convenient store, follow them back is a sprawling mansion with countless hid months. You know, maybe it was one are included merely to keep time; nothing
to their gigantic estate, and attempt to den passages, ridiculous alarm systems, bowl and done, or maybe there's just not fancy there, either.
steal the car from the garage. When the an indoor lagoon pool, and other random enough for a full bowl left in the box. It's
The melody comes primarily from
plan fails, they take the family hostage, air ducts that make for some innovative not even a consideration when you open Rutili's voice, as he warbles out his streambludgeon Smith into unconsciousness, maneuvering on the part of Smith's two the cupboard; you just get used to seeing of-consciousness lyrics. "The weather
and instigate the interactions with Wil children and the troubled teenagers.
that old thing in there.
never cared / barely touching now /
lis and his police crew. What these three
But there are other things that
But sometimes, just as with cereal, spilling down the stairs / for this time
strapping young boys don't realize is that don't work. First of all, when a director/ you flip through that CD book or iPod and around / tight pretend / imperfection."
Smith is a mob accountant, who must writer adds a twist to a film, he must make find a band or song that has been sitting Since I first read Howl, I've had a thing
turn over encrypted accounting CDs to his sure that the twist makes sense in the end. around, ignored in favor of flashier new for stream-of-consciousness writing, and
bosses in 9 hours. The bosses, in turn, take I was not entirely clear as to who Smith's products, and you discover how brilliant it this is no exception (note: this article is
Talley's family hostage, making it clear bosses were, how the ending played out, really is. So, as I eat a bowl of Kix from a pretty close as well). Through the sounds
that if Talley doesn't retrieve these disks and why these people specifically targeted box in the dusty corner of my pantry, and of language and the free association of
(which contain their doctored finances)
Talley as the man to fix their problem for in part to relieve me from this temporary words and images with each listener,
from the house, his family will die.
them. I might have been oblivious, but I obsession, I wanted to highlight one song Rutili tells a different story to everyone
Similar to Bobby fire extinguish felt let down by the lack of explanation. I overlooked for a long time and currently that hears it.
ing the Model UN kiddies, one wants to The only other complaint I had was that can't get out of my head.
The story for me, then, is that
scream at the boys and say, "of all the the Talley family situation could have
The mental perpetrator is Califone's "Vampiring Again" is about staying up
houses you needed to go screwing around been developed further -almost as if you "Vampiring Again," found on the band's way too late at night to write an article
with, you had to hit the house of the mob could follow two hostage scenarios more 2003 record Quicksand/Cradlesnakes. I've and catch up on my reading, while watch
accountant." In other words, watch who closely at the same time. Other than that, owned the disc for a while, but I'm not ing the headlights passing on the street
you cross because the situation you enter this movie is a lot of fun, not too long, and sure what led to me largely ignore it at outside my apartment gradually decrease
might take on a life of its own. Hostage definitely worth seeing in the theater.
the time; perhaps I had gotten too many in number. I recommend this effortless
soon becomes a contest to see who can
Go see Hostage, a nd take it for CDs at once, and this one took a back song, as well as "Michigan Girls" (on the
triumph as the baddest guys in the movie what it is: an exciting action flick that at seat. Maybe it's that the song is found same album), as great places to start an
- the teens or Smith's bosses.
tempts to add something innovative to an toward the end of the album. Whatever introduction to the wonders of Califone.
While Bruce Willis is always amaz overused phenomenon, and does so with the reason, this simple little ditty is pissed You may find that, like me, it's all you
ing in any action film, the person who an exceptional cast.
off, and has taken me hostage until I real want to listen to for a while.

Res Ipsa Cinema
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All Hail Spring

Why Buy a DVD
Player?

Cherry Blossom Festival
Spring is coming, I swear. Just hold
on a little longer.
In DC, Spring officially starts with
Law school seems to have a gift for stream, so that they could remain with the blooming of the cherry trees and the
eating up more time than it should. With the confines of Supreme Court decisions accompanying Cherry Blossom festival.
a grand total of thirteen or fourteen hours that had allowed such recording on VCRs. This year, the festival runs from March
of work a week, you would think that Nevertheless, the television industry sued, 26 through April 10.
spare time would be plentiful. However, and by sheer weight of legal feels (damn
The festival, which is Washing
as even 3Ls (who stopped doing work sev those lawyers) they drove SonicBlue out of ton's signature annual
eral weeks ago) can tell you, somehow you business. ReplayTV emerged again later event, commemorates
just never seem to break free. This makes under a new company, but the commercial Japan's gift of the
it especially hard for those of us who have skipping feature had been discarded in the cherry, trees to the
secret weekly TV addictions.
interest of avoiding legal liability.
capital city in 1912
VCRs provide an adequate answer
Today, there are a variety of manu - the cherry blossom
to this problem, of course. However, there facturers duking it out in this market. is one of the national
are a few problems. First, programming The two best known are ReplayTV and symbols of Japan (DC
a VCR is often so complicated that it has TiVo, but Panasonic and Toshiba have lies at almost the same
become something of a joke. Second, also recently entered the market. Further latitude as Tokyo).
ELIZABETH
most VCRs only allow you to program in more, many of the new models include
The festival
one recording at a time. This means that if features that let you burn your favorite events center around
you wanted to record channel ten at 8 p.m. TV shows to DVD or CD-ROM, though the Tidal Basin, where
and channel eight at 10 p.m., the VCR these features are often somewhat flaky the original trees were
couldn't help. Also, because they only as this technology is still being tested and planted. The northwest side of the Tidal
have one tape inside them, VCRs only improved in these devices. If you go this Basin is less than a mile from the Law
have two hours of high quality recording route, I suggest sticking with TiVo, as it School, but if you're coming from far
in them without requiring a manual tape currendy has the largest market share and ther away, you can take the Orange/Blue
change. If you are willing to degrade the is likely to be able to continue to provide line to Smithsonian Station. For a great
interactive map of the festival area, includ
quality of the picture and sound, you can its service for the foreseeable future.
Another, newer option are media ing Foggy Bottom, go to http://maps.
expand this to six hours. Nevertheless, it's
hard to try to tape two Sunday football machines. These are generally full com mapnetwork.com/dc/cherryblossom05 /
puters, running either a variant of Linux index.asp.
games while you're at the library.
The main spectacle of the festival,
Fortunately, the entertainment gods or Windows XP. These machines offer
have heard our plea and seen our plight. many advantages. They are often easier other than the trees, is the parade, which
to use on home com will be held April 9. The official route is
They have answered
puter networks, and Constitution Ave., between 7th and 17th
with a variety of prod
files stored on them Streets, NW (near the Washington Monuucts, some better than

However, if you want to avoid the
crowds (native and tourist) altogether,
there are places in DC other than the Tidal
Basin where the trees can be viewed - in
the 93 years since the first 3,200 cherry
trees came to Washington, thousands
more have been planted in the area,
everywhere from the White House to
private homes.
For example,
the Kenwood neigh
borhood in Bethesda
is well-known for it's
profusion of cherry
blossoms. If you take a
bike ride on the Capi
tal Crescent Trail, the
neighborhood starts
at
about mile 4.5—the
AUSTERN
trail's starting point
at the end of K street
in Georgetown, about
a mile from the Law
School, is mile 11 (see the trail map at
http://www.cctrail.org/CCT_Maps.
htm).
There are also suggested routes
for cherry-tree-viewing available at Bike
Washington's website: http://bikewashington.org/routes/blossom/ (the routes
go all over town, including the Japanese
embassy in Northwest).
By way of a segue, if you can't make
it to any of the Cherry Blossom Festival
events, you can get a dose ofAsian culture
during the festival and the rest of the year
by visiting

Washington Native

others.

Digital Video

can be accessed any
where in an apart

Recorders (DVRs) are

ment or house where
now available and are
a wireless network
capable of recording
reaches. Because
(depending on your
model) up to 320 hours
the files are stored in
standard computer
of TV. Furthermore,
IKE HIMOWITZ
formats, they can be
these recorders have an
transferred between
electronic menu that
computers and edited
provides a TV schedule
with relative ease,
and lets you choose to
and media from your
record TV shows often
(again, depending on the model) more other computers can also be played
than a week in advance. You can also pick on them. These machines tend to run
shows to record generally. For instance, around $1,000, and generally come with a
you can set the machine to record every remote (just like other DVRs). They also
Law & Order that runs during the course generally function as DVD players. The
of the day, guaranteeing that you get no greatest advantage of them is their gen
studying done when you arrive at home. eral flexibility to function like a normal
DVRs are essentially mini-comput computer even though they are connected
ers. They store video on their hard drives, to your TV. Furthermore, most of these
and the menu system functions as a basic machines don't use subscription services.
operating system. Because the cost of The television schedules are provided
making the device is actually more than free of charge through Windows Media
they can sell it for on the market, DVR Center. The disadvantage is that this is
companies generally charge an additional the newest technology on the market,
monthly fee beyond the subscription cost. and many of the products and services
This is usually in the range of $15 dollars are still buggy.
Finally, one of the newest fads on
a month, and for that fee your DVR will
the
internet
is downloading television
connect to the company's computer serv
through
a
variety
of file sharing services.
ers by Ethernet or phone line (depending
If
you
are
willing
to watch TV on your
on the model) and download the newest
computer,
this
is
an
extremely convenient
TV schedule.
Among the very first DVRs was and cool option. The way it works is that
ReplayTV, then operated by SonicBlue. individuals with media machines record
Beyond providing digital TV recording, television shows'through their normal
the early ReplayTV models actually let cable connection. They then cut out the
you skip commercials in their entirety. In commercials, and convert them to an
every broadcast, the networks include a extremely compressed format that has
silent signal that announces to the TV the very little quality loss. Because most of
beginning and end of commercials so that the individuals who create these files have
minor setting changes can be made (for HD-TV, the shows actually look better
instance to volume). ReplayTV would on your computer screen then they do
use these signals to skip the commercials on your TV.
Of the current file sharing services,
instantly, and save you the annoyance of
having to fast-forward through them. In Bit-Torrent is by far the fastest and most
terestingly, in order to avoid lawsuits, the popular. It uses distributed networking,
device still recorded all of the program, so from nearly the moment you begin
including commercials, in a continuous to download the file, you are simultane-

The Computer Guy

ment). The

tbe "Freer

parade is
free at street

Gallery and

level, but
grandstand
tickets are
also avail
able for
$15.
Other
exhibitions
and shows

will

be

sponsored
during the
festival, mostly celebrating Japanese and
Asian culture. These run the gamut from
free dance recitals, art exhibitions, and or
ganized biking/walking around the Tidal
Basin, to fee-based restaurant-sponsored
tastings and social events. (My personal fa
vorite, for sheer hokey-ness, is the annual
Japan Bowl, where high school students
who are studying Japanese across the
United States compete to show who has
the best mastery of the language.)
Many local restaurants will also
have Cherry Blossom Festival specials,
but only a few are officially sanctioned.
A list of the official events is available at
the festival website: http://www.nationalcherryblossomfestival.org.
According to the National Park
Service's Chief Horticulturist (this is my
fantasy job), the cherry trees' short bloom
ing period will last from April 4th - 9th. I
actually prefer years where the blossoms'
lifespan does not exactly correspond with
the festival, since I get achance to see the
trees without the hordes of tourists.
ously uploading to other downloaders as
well. The result is an extremely efficient
way of sharing files. Unfortunately, the
legality of downloading shows in this way
is somewhat questionable. The files are
altered from their original content, and
copied broadly across the internet. While
the television studios haven't yet moved

the Arthur
M. Sackler
gallery, also
near the
Smithson
ian Metro
stop, about
a mile from
the tidal
basin. The
galleries,
which are
connected
underground, house one of the best col
lections of Asian art in the world. And,
because it's a Smithsonian museum,
admission is free, http://www.asia.
si.edu/.

Rembrandt exhibition
OK, here's the continuation of the
segue. Another event you might want
to see this spring is an exhibition at the
National Gallery of Art of Rembrandt's
late religious portraits. This is a once-ina-lifetime opportunity to see a large col
lection of Rembrandt's works in one place
(outside the Netherlands or the Louvre).
There is an accompanying display
of Rembrandt prints in the Dutch Cabinet
galleries. The exhibition runs through
May 1 in the West Building of the NGA.
Admission to the gallery is, of course, free.
And, hey, the NGA is also at the Smith
sonian Metro stop, http://www.nga.gov/
exhibitions/index.shtm#rembrandt.
Oh. You don't know who Rem
brandt is? Get away from me.
against individual downloaders in court,
such action is certainly possible. The BitTorrent software itself is completely legal
and is available at http://www.bittorrent.
com/. To find television shows, simply
search using Google. And remember, you
didn't hear it from me...
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arch Madness has of
ficially descended, and
since the tournament is
now taking up my nights and days, I fig
ured it should also inspire this column. I
could spend my thousand words talking
about how phenomenal J.J. Redick is or
how all y'all who talk trash about Duke
and the ACC are just jealous. It was also
suggested that I just write my own bracket
of all the boys at the Law School. I real
ized that was animpossible task, however,
when I couldn't even come up with four
number one seeds never mind sixty four
players. So I thought instead I'd devote
this space to some more talk about game
playing.
If you've been reading my column
at all over the last three years, you may
have picked up on the fact that I hate
games, despite my unfortunate penchant
for players.
Believe me, I understand the con
cept of the thrill of the chase and how
it's exciting to want something that you
maybe can't have. But at some point, I
just grew tired of overanalyzing my every
move, his every move, where's this going
and what does this mean, just so I could
form proper counter moves that would
keep him guessing.
And by analyzing, I pretty much
mean sticking to the one sentence rule,
where I acknowledge that my every move
will be read as either "clearly she wants to
sleep with me" or "clearly she's a stalker
who's in love with me after only know
ing me for 23 minutes" (depending on
tYve coTvce'\t of tVve object of trvy evrrrervt

affections).

I've Got the Power
Law School community when I decided 'em. When I like somebody I basically tell
to write this column. You see, it doesn't the world. (I'm much lousier at keeping
matter about what or whom I'm really my own secrets than others'.)
The problem with my honesty
writing because everyone I've talked to
seems to think this is my diary. And some policy is that it leaves me completely
of my most faithful readers are those few vulnerable. And I bet you noticed that
guys scanning this section just to make I'm a bit of control freak. I can't handle
sure there's some reference to them . . . not being in control of situations where I
and, believe me, they'll find one regardless know how I feel, but I have on earthly clue
if I put it there or not. But really, I didn't how the other person feels. So I inevitably
mind giving it all upbecause I was always "lose hand."
I give up any power I may have had
a lousy game player and I hate to lose.
by being too honest
Besides, some
and
then sabotaging
one once told me hon
myself
(hey, at least
esty is the best policy
that
way
I know he
and I believed them.
definitely
doesn't
like
I believed them until
me).
I came to law school
Yeah, I don't re
and learned that if I
ally advise that strat
want to be a defense
egy. And if honesty
lawyer, I better hope
SARAH HEN SLEY
won't work, doesn't
my client's not too
that just leave us back
honest, but just honest
at game playing?
enough so I can con
Hopefully not. Maybe
coct some story (read:
lie) to get him off. I believed them until instead of game playing, we have to just
I sat through Ethics, where I'm learning put good defense trial tactics to work
that it's not honesty but being evasive and - learning how to be just honest enough
keeping secrets (even the really horrible so that we get what we want in the end:
the upper hand.
ones) that make you an ethical lawyer.
Because, the truth is, in every rela
And I believed them until I realized
that most people can't handle the truth, tionship, at any given point, someone's
whether that truth be that you do like got hand and someone doesn't. And the
them, you don't like them or hey, you're person with hand gets a whole lot of what
she wants. The idea of an equal partner
just not sure yet.
People would rather believe in ship is nice, in theory, but seldom plays
whatever image of you they've created out in reality. There's always one person
in their heads and project whatever mo who's cuter, smarter and generally just a

Sexless In The City

tivations on tVvat image that witl best snit

their needs.

I suppose I had to officially give up

Still, I'm a glutton for punishment

any hopes of game playing within the

so I tend to be honest. I call 'em like I see

more superior human being.
We call her the girlfriend — just

check out the couples round these here

parts if you don't believe me.

So is the lesson, then, that we must
settle? Only date the guys who we know
like us and give up on those where we risk
any sort of vulnerability because we just
don't know how they feel?
We all know that I would never
condone such a lesson. I'm the anti-set
tling poster child, after all. But, even I
have to admit, that there are times when
all my pickiness and disappointment in
stupid boys makes even me want to just
take the easy road to a situation where I
am ensured constant hand.
Those times last approximately 10
seconds before I remember that there's
something worse than not having hand:
a relationship wherein you always have
complete control.
Predictability, after all, is synony
mous with boredom and boredom with
discontent. Relationships become prob
lematic when the same someone always
has hand. After all, "power corrupts and
absolute power corrupts absolutely."
Keep hand too long, and you stop
respecting your partner, whether it be
simply taking them for granted or worse.
I'm not saying we all have evil intent, but
we are all (to some extent) selfish and selfmotivated, and when we give into these
traits, we do so at the expense of others.
Sure, it's great to have hand. But
even us control freaks like someone else
to take the helm once in a while. Find
an appropriate balance of hand, and
you'll approximate that mythical equal
partnership.
For maybe, just maybe, there is
something to be learned from game play-

ing. It's a little lesson I learned from
poker, actually: if you want to win big
you've got to risk big.

What Does It Take to Make a Great
Comedic Movie

W

e've all got that friend
that newcomers thinks is
very funny the first time
they meet him. This guy is the quoter
- the guy without any jokes of his own
who can't really contribute much to con
versation. Oh, he'll dazzle you with "Alllll
righty thens," wow you with his "Holy
Schnikes," and hit you with the "Danger's
my middle name, babys."
But, quoters are nothing but trouble.
You'll soon grow weary of their incessant
use of that annoying Adam Sandler voice
and the fact that you are unable to say
"Shhhh" without a recreation of the scene
from Austin Powers.
If you run across a quoter in person,
we recommend focusing your conversa
tion on topics such as politics, religion,
and castration. And if all else fails, you
can always counter a quoter with a night
of karaoke and abunch of drunk Japanese
men.
But quoters do have something
they provide... they make us think about
movies - especially those that make us
chuckle.
What does it take to make a great
comedic movie? I thought about this
question while recommending a movie to
a good friend of mine.
"The plot isn't that good," I said
handing him the DVD.
"But if you aren't watching it for a
good story and are just willing to enjoy
some of the scenes, man it's funny."

H m m m . . . that's a good selljob on m y
But I've decided that when it comes
part - tell him he'll get a better story from a to deciding how to rate a comedy, we have
'Say No to Drugs' commercial. I should start to throw out most of the crap critics think
doing cold calls.
is important -acting, plot, direction, cos
"Oh, and the lead actress isn't tumes, scenery, and key grips. (I've often
really that funny . . . but she's hot," I asked myself, as important as a key grip
continued.
sounds, why the hell is there an assistant
Again with the unnecessary rational key grip?)
izations on my part. .. I mean, they give out
What makes a good comedy is one
awardsfor cinematography and you could put thing: Dialogue.
her in that category, right?
The art of the one-liner. Our friend,
"Wait 'til
the quoter, is
you see the scene
pleased to hear me
with the dog -clas
say this. A com
sic."
edy lives and dies
Details . . .
by its ability to cre
I'm really good with
ate a new phrase
the details.
in the social fabric
Movies are
of America. (I
some of the most
say America here
subjective artistic
because I think
creations in hu
British humor is a
man history. That
bit strange and no
may sound like a
one's ever laughed
bit of a stretch,
at Japanese anima
but in reality, no
tion.) Comedies
one ever looked at
are
rated by how
ERIC KOESTER
the Mona Lisa and
many great lines
said, "Geez, she's
they create and
got great facial ex
how many times
pressions, but her
Jay Leno will say
timing is all wrong."
them in an effort to connect with his
It's hard to pick a favorite comedy. "peeps."
Man, I have trouble choosing a brand of
Honestly, if a comedy is truly top
toothpaste, let alone evaluating the merits notch, you should be able to turn off the
of a 90-minute film.
picture and just listen to the movie. If

Badgering the Witness

you have trouble .with the concept, blind
yourself and it will make sense.
Let's take a look at the classic com
edy Caddy Shack. I hate to say it, but the
plot was right up there with 'your brain
on drugs.'
I'm willing to concede that the act
ing was pretty good, but the work of the
key grip was well below average. We keep
watching this movie because we know
we'll need to be able to step up to the
plate when our buddy busts out a "Gunga
Gulunga."
"Your honor, your Honor," "So
I got that goin' for me," and "You do
drugs Danny?". . . then again, maybe
it was a mistake to take that buddy to a
golf course.
A plot is where you bury your
grandma; a comedy is what you quote in
her eulogy. Yipee for gophers, scholarship
competitions, blah, blah, blah. Give me
the "It's in the hole!" and I'm a happy
man.
Turns out my friend hated the movie
I recommended. I got the whole, "The
plot was so unrealistic and the acting was
terrible and ..." I kicked him in the shins
before he could go on.
So the next time you plan to recom
mend a movie to anyone, remember, it's
all about fishing: Cast your bait out with
all the good lines in the movie, and hook
yourself a gopher. Plot, who needs a
plot?
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Chalk Outlines
I never thought I'd be glad to come
Second, Congress's actions should
back from spring break. Of course, what be examined according to "federalism,"
we had was hardly a break in any meaning which is a word meaning: A) support for a
ful sense of the word.
strong federal government; and B) opposi
First, there was the mind-numbing tion to a strong federal government.
journal competition, wherein we had
Finally, certain justices (let's call
to read some really strange things (who them, collectively, Scalia and Thomas)
knew the Supreme Court wrote with a are proponents of textualism, a way of
lisp way back when?) and cite some really construing the Constitution that looks
crazy stuff (I'm guessing that no one in at the written words and nothing else.
the whole class figured out whatever the Therefore, if you use the old-timey spell
secret right answer to the keynote address ings like "chuse" and replacing random
was).
's's with 'f's in your
Then, we had the
brief before the Su
endless joy of writing up
preme Court, you're
our appellate brief. Oh
guaranteed two votes
well, at least now we can
immediately.
all burn our Bluebooks.
Ok, now that
Of course, when I
we're all experts on
say we, I only mean the
Con Law, let's look
lLs. 2Ls (or "tools," as
at Contracts. Last
they probably should be
semester we learned
called) and 3Ls (funny
all about how to craft
nickname pending) got
a contract, which, if
RICH COWELL
to spend a leisurely week
properly formed is
surfing, or camping, or,
unbreakable.
I don't know, eating ba
This semester,
bies or something. Who
we've learned about
can fathom what the uphow to break the un
per-classers are up to?
breakable contract,
Still, with the brief and journal which, it turns out , is relatively easy to
competition out of the way, we have only do.
oral arguments and moot court tryouts
Basically, all you need to know is
until we death-spiral into the gaping maw that if there is the slightest thing wrong
of finals. I don't know about you people, with any party in the contract, you can
but I'm feeling significantly stupider this claim insanity, minority, duress or some
time around.
thing else and you're done. You might

Post Hoc, Ergo
Propter Hoc

Last semester, about this time, I was

Letters To The Editor
Let's Stand Together
The Student Association can and
should provide basic services to graduate
students. As a candidate for SA President,
I want to compile a guide to assist students
in finding affordable housing on and near
campus. We should be coming up with
a way to help subsidize the high costs of
official transcripts. I will create an online
student network where peers can com
municate and share important informa
tion with each other. On such a website,
we can swap or sell textbooks, advertise
campus events, and post discussions.
This year in the SA Senate, I was
proud to lead the effort to raise the SBA
allocation. Working with Senators and
Eric Koester, funding for the SBA was
increased by 30%. As a Senator, I was
glad to take a stand for such an impor
tant student organization. Now that I
am a candidate for President, I want the
opportunity to continue my support for
the SBA.
Law students are still only getting
back sixty cents for every dollar they pay
into their student government. It seems
illogical and unfair that graduate students
are paying for so much undergraduate
programming. Working with colleagues

and friends in the Senate, I want every
body to realize the tremendous disparity
that exists.
As founder of the Coalition for
Reform electoral ticket, I consider myself
to be in the best position to help law stu
dents. A dozen superb Senate candidates
won their respective seats in the most
recent election. They share my vision
for the SBA and agree with my belief that
the Law School is getting the short end of
the stick. Right now, law students pay far
more money into the Student Association
than they receive in return.
Unlike any other student groups,
the SBA plays an essential role in the lives
and education of Law students. Although
I am undergraduate, I understand the
importance of taking good care of GW's
most respected academic program. Thank
you to the SBA for their endorsement and
I hope to receive the Law School's support
in the runoff election this Wednesday and
Thursday.
- Ben Traverse
Student Association Senator
GW University

Clarification:
Nota Bene would like to clarify that the anonymous opinion piece in the Feb
ruary 22 issue titled "The Fruitless Debate: Take a Pass on Comparative Religious
Advocacy" was the opinion of one individual who wished not to be identified. It
in no way reflected the position of Nota Bene or its board of editors, but rather was
intended as a letter to the editor. We apologize for any confusion.

think that if your client wasn't insane or

feeling pretty good about myself. Sure, under duress that you'd be in trouble.
there were some minor things that I was
Ahh, but then you can just claim
unclear on, for example, Torts, but on the impossibility or frustration. All I know is
whole I felt pretty confident. Of course, that my apartment lease has become a lot
then Profesless binding
sor Noah
(I just need
flooded us
to say that
The thing about Property is that in
with ma
my pri n
the beginning you're told about all
terial and
cipal pur
skipped
the inviolable property rights (sticks
pose in the
town (see
lease
was
in the bundle, although that might
what I did
to become
be the dirtiest thing I've heard in law a Supreme
there?).
B u t
C o u r t
school), and then for the rest of the
still, in the
clerk).
semester you're told how to violate
end, I wasn't
A 1 1
too unhap
those rights.
right then,
py with my
on to Civil
grades, only
Procedure.
mildly dis
And . . .
traught.
you know, I was all set to make a joke
But this semester? Man, I have no here, but there's just nothing funny about
clue what's going on. The blame shouldn't Civil Procedure. At all.
be laid on my brilliant, attractive profes
So, finally, that brings us to Prop
sors, who should feel free to throw some erty. The thing about Property is that in
class participation points my way.
the beginning you're told about all the
I know I don't speak up much, but inviolable property rights (sticks in the
trust me, I'm always thinking very insight bundle, although that might be the dirtiest
ful things. No, the blame is either mine, thing I've heard in law school), and then
or more likely, the material.
for the rest of the semester you're told
Now, I've talked to a bunch of how to violate those rights.
people lately, and a lot of you are echo
So, if I'm understanding correctly,
ing my thoughts here, so I figured I'd give whenever you are presented with a
something to the community that has problem in Property, all you have to do
taken so very much from me and provide is figure out what right is being violated,
some midyear outlines for our classes. and then figure out why it's ok.
Remember, if we all hand in the same test,
So there you go, the entire first twowe all get B pluses!
thirds of the semester neatly summed
First up, Constitutional Law. As far up in four paragraphs. If you think this
as I can tell, there were three major topics means you don't need to go to class for
covered.
the rest of the year, you're right.
First, the Supreme Court can review
I think everyone, especially those
laws to see if they are constitutional, ex who are GW Scholars, should just relax,
cept when it can't. The important issues cruise, and take the rest of the semester
to consider are: A) who is on the Supreme off.
Court; and B) which party passed the law
Don't worry, I'll fill you in on ev
in question.
erything you miss.

Belva Ann Lockwood
Awards Luncheon
Honoring this year's recipient

Carol Elder Bruce, JD '74
Thursday, March 31, 2005
The Michael K. Young
Faculty Conference Center
5th Floor, The Jacob Burns Law Library
12:00 p.m. - 1:30 p.m.
Sponsored by

The Law Association for Women
of The George Washington University
&
The Law Alumni Association
HCi
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The Great Pyramid
(Scheme)
Roughly 2,500 hundred years ago, Virginia and, of course, the "Big Dig
the Egyptian pharaoh Khufu erected in Your retirement money at work.
Unless we make fundamental
the desert of Giza what is now the last
changes,
the mathematical and financial
surviving of the Seven Wonders of the
facts
are
that
somebody, forty or so years
Ancient World. Across the ages, pyramids
have captured the imagination of people out, is going to get screwed. That some
around the world and have been extolled body is you.
This reality has long been recog
for the mystical powers they convey.
Facing a collapsing economy and nized. In the current demonizing, a hand
an upsurge in destitute retirees, FDR ful of Democrats have pointed out that,
as early as 1978, George
erected his own great
DAVID MCA LPINE
W. Bush was sounding
pyramid, which suc
an alarm about the finan
cessfully addressed a
cial instability of Social
national calamity. Like
Security, saying it would
the pyramid in Egypt,
the Great American Pyramid called Social "be bust in ten years.'" They neglect first,
Security is perceived by some to have mys that the second half of that statement
tical powers. They have come to believe was, "unless there are some changes,"
and second, that five years later, Congress
that it defies mathematical truths.
This belief has taken on mythic made those changes.
Congress' action supports W's claim
appeal, causing many to regard with
reverence what is simply one approach and explains why his ten-year horizon was
to addressing a social concern. But the pushed back. That the 1983 changes were
only traits that Social Security shares insufficient became numbingly obvious
with the Great Pyramid of Cheops are during the 2000 presidential campaign.
A1 Gore's repeated reference to a
its rapid decay, and that, like the ancient
Social
Security "lock-box" was his grating
wonder, it will ultimately collapse under
way
of
acknowledging that the problem of
its own weight.
spending
the surplus remained, both en
For those unfamiliar, "A pyramid
dangering
future beneficiaries, and result
scheme is a fraudulent system of making
ing
in
runaway
government spending.
money which requires an endless stream
As
the
number
of working Peters
of recruits for success. Recruits (a) give
paying
the retired Pauls
money to recruiters and
continues
to dwindle,
(b) enlist fresh recruits to
the only alternatives to
give them money." (www.

Right Answer

stepdic.com/pyramid.

html) Such schemes are

now often called "Ponzi
schemes" in memory of I
the one-time master.
The SEC tells us
that "the Ponzi scheme
continues to work on the
'rob-Peter-to-pay-Paul'
principle, as money from
new investors is used to
pay off earlier investors until the whole
scheme collapses." (www.sec.gov/answers/ponzi.htm) Sound familiar?
The SEC's interest is not merely
whimsical; it is directed at protecting
the greedy and gullible among us from
those who employ such failure-doomed
schemes. Such schemes are, you see, il
legal. Unless the scheme is government
run.
Since its inception, Social Security
has collected immensely more money
each month in payroll taxes than it has
paid out in benefits. Regrettably, induced
by the clever device of a little numbered
card, too many Americans believe that ex
cess has been put into numbered accounts
with their name on it, or that it has been
invested to earn a return.
Deceptively named "Social Security
Insurance" (SSI), its defenders concede
that you have no account. Such is not the
nature of insurance; insurance companies
do not put your premiums into a "per
sonal" account. They use your premiums
to pay out current claims, as does SSI.
The critical distinction is that insurance
companies invest excess premiums to earn
wildly successful returns.
Regrettably, the excess of SSI pay
roll taxes is treated as general revenue, and
used to fund all manner of government
programs. Payroll taxes, purportedly
deducted for the taxpayer's retirement,
are spent - not invested - on such useful
items as research into the mating habits
of honey bees, endless roads through West

sustain tVte existing SSI
model are to raise the re

tirement age, raise taxes,
reduce benefits, or most
likely, some combination
of the three. Thus, those
retiring 40 years hence
will work longer, pay
more and get less. That's
a stiff price for ideologi
cal partisan purity.
Those Democrats in Congress who
rail against a solution that includes private
investment for the masses rely primarily
on personal pensions ensuring their own
comfort in retirement. They will not
rely on SSI for retirement, but do rely on
spending the vast sums collected every
month to ensure their re-elections, and in
the process, deprive the younger genera
tion of retirement security.
Equally important to Congressional
Democrats is to deny W and the Republi
cans a major win which could change the
electoral landscape for generations. To
that end, we are treated to the ironic spec
tacle of self-proclaimed "progressives"
digging in their heels and insisting that the
only solution to a changing problem was
arrived at once-and-for-all in the 1930s.
The economic paradigm of 2005 is
fundamentally different from that of the
1930s. Taking the money of 160 to sup
port 10 was a no-brainer, and spending the
excess was fun. But times have changed,
dramatically. Expecting 20 workers to
support 10 retirees is a no-brainer of a
different sort. The solution lies not in the
mystical power of a pyramid but in the
real power of the markets.
It is abundantly clear the pyramid
that FDR built will not prove as enduring
as the pyramid that Khufu built. But if
we summon the political will and wisdom,
you may, in your golden years, have the
resources to visit the only pyramid that
perhaps truly warrants some measure of
reverence.

"No Confidence" in Political
Correctness
BY ANTHONY MARCA VAGE

Staff Writer

L

ast week, the faculty of Arts
and Sciences at Harvard
University narrowly voted to
express "no confidence" in the leadership
of its president, Larry Summers. Profes
sors cited his brusque management style
and Summers's now infamous comments
about women in science as the provoca
tion for their unprecedented action. Af
terwards, some suggested that the only
honorable option left to Summers was
resignation.
My interest is not in Summers's
comments on women in science. Be they
right or wrong, they were politically stupid
for a man whose job is almost entirely
political. He is the public face of Harvard,
and by not anticipating the faculty's pre
dictable response to his remarks, he failed
miserably at his principle role.
Should the trustees of the university
ask for his resignation, it would be largely
justified.
A much more interesting question,
however, is why Harvard's First Estate
is so angry with Larry Summers. We
can venture that the leftish faculty would
have overwhelmingly supported, say,
Summers's former boss during his im
peachment troubles, but yet Larry's big
mouth is simply too much to bear. Why

be governed by the value judgments of
others, transcending society's mores to
become "super" or above them. Pushed
to its logical conclusion, this line of
argument helped create the intellectual
underpinnings for fascism.
Second, having accepted the subjec
tive nature of value but seen the disastrous
results of Nietzsche's path, we can reinvent
the wheel of morality. The "discovery" of
subjectivity having destroyed traditional
religious morality, we must craft a new
morality that acknowledges this reality
yet prevents humanity from tearing itself
apart in anarchy or fascism.
Hence, the creation of political
correctness: The suspension of judg
ment, except against those who judge.
This enables us to be true to the fact that
values are subjective constructions, yet
avoid conflict by suppressing anyone who
might disagree and attempt to impose his
values on others.
This ideology, having largely assimi
lated mainline Judeo-Christian morality
into its sphere, is now dominant among
the educated strata of western society.
While its benefits include zero-tolerance
for bigotry, it, like any pervasive ideology,
has become oppressive in its own right,
redefining the intellectual and linguistic

so sensitive?

bounds within which it is appropriate to

Part of the reason is power. Instead

of cowering before one of the best facul
ties on earth, Summers came to the job
looking for a fight. Soon into his tenure,
Summers called on the faculty to reign
in grade-inflation and publicly chastised
several celebrity professors for the lack
of seriousness in their recent scholarship.
Perhaps unwise and impolitic, Summers
nevertheless let it be known from the start
that he intended to challenge the status
quo at Harvard.
The status quo, of course, is politi
cal correctness. Once a means to a more
civil and courteous society, political cor
rectness has developed into a full-bore
ideology. We can find its zealots and
temples on the campuses of most elite
northeastern universities, where academ
ics defend its tenets with a passion usually
reserved for religious conviction.
While Summers possesses strong
Democratic credentials and poses no
threat to liberalism in general, he is hostile
to political correctness. Like fundamen
talists of all stripes, today's elite faculties,
especially in the humanities and social
sciences, simply cannot compromise
without undermining the foundations of
their belief system. Summers has found
this out the hard way.
But what is this ideology for which
a garden-variety blowhard like Sum
mers poses a mortal threat? Political
correctness has become the sugarcoated
and mainstream version of a complex
post-modern philosophy of nihilism and
relativism. It is the type of bourgeois
sensibility that Nietzsche thought he had
intellectually destroyed, when in fact he
enabled its rise to dominance.
The narrative goes something like
this. It begins with the recognition that all
value judgments are subjective constructs
possessing no universal character. This
premise leads us in one of two directions.
First, like Nietzsche, we can refuse to

discuss matters of race, gender, sexuality,
and politics.

Furthermore, political correctness
makes no claims to reason. "Reasonable
ness," of course, is a value judgment like
any other, a means by which the power
ful subjugate others by deeming them
"irrational."
Perhaps now we can see why Har
vard's faculty would tolerate or defend Bill
Clinton's indiscretions, but have castigated
Larry Summers. Bill Clinton's personal
acts did not attempt to impose value judg
ments on others. They were autonomous
choices that made no claims to anything.
Though abhorrent to traditional moral
ity, th ey were well within the bounds of
relativism. Summers, on the other hand,
is making value judgments.
He is suggesting that a treatise is a
more legitimate form of scholarship than
Cornell West's rap record. He is suggest
ing that reason, if applied, might provide
answers to controversial questions. This
approach is anathema to political correct
ness, which is much more interested in
balance and toleration than resolution.
In closing, let me say that the form
of political correctness that has trickled
down into everyday life is far more benign
than its intellectual fountainhead, and
has produced much good. Toleration
and celebration of difference make for a
vibrant and welcoming intellectual com
munity. However, political correctness
has reached the limits of its usefulness.
Once intended to liberate the mind and
spread understanding of difference, its
effect is now exactly the opposite. It has
severely redefined the limits of what con
stitutes "moral" thinking and behavior.
Intentionally disregarding human
ity's inherent sameness, it has made us
so acutely aware of our differences as
to produce paranoia and discomfort. In
other words, it has left us with "no con
fidence."
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Illiberal Liberalism
BY MARCUS EHRLANDER

Opinions Editor

T

(he liberal witch-hunt has of
ficially begun.
With their lack of in
fluence in the current political climate
dominated by George W. Bush, it appears
that liberals are completely abandoning
their values of open academic dialogue
to flex their muscles in the last place they
undisputedly control: Harvard.
Last Tuesday, Harvard's faculty
of Arts and Sciences passed a "no con
fidence" resolution 218-185 against its
president, Larry Summers, in response
to comments he made suggesting that
innate differences between men and
women may partially explain the underrepresentation of women on university
science faculties.
"This kind of bias makes me physi
cally ill. Let's not forget that people used
to say that women couldn't drive an auto
mobile," said Nancy Hopkins, a biology
professor at MIT who stood up and left
during Summers'ss remarks.
Said Professor J. Lorand Matory,
who sponsored Tuesday's vote, "There is
no noble alternative for him but resigna
tion."
Little did it matter that Summers
had spoken in a closed meeting at an
academic conference in which he carefully
noted that he in no way intended to di
minish the importance of the university's
efforts to promote greater diversity. In his
remarks, Summers further noted repeat
edly that the hypothesis was only one
possible factor (and not even the most
important) among many which contribute
to the observed discrepancies.
On the suggestion that biology
might possibly play a contributory role,
the Harvard faculty dropped any pretence
of representing an institution open to the
free exchange of ideas. Bring out the
recall petitions; Summers would have
to go.
So potentially damaging were
Summers's comments to the aspirations
of young girls, that they immediately
had to be made public, and Summers put
on trial.
Of course, at least as of this writing,
Summers has not gone yet. He profusely
apologized for his comments, but has in
dicated no plans to resign, nor is the vote
binding. It is, however, unprecedented at
the university, and an official message that
Summers is no longer welcome.
More importantly, however, the vote
reflects a stern warning to anyone who
would dare question whether a 50/50
men/women split is a realistic or desirable
goal in every imaginable field.
Unfortunately, I can be rather dense
in recognizing signals. Could it be be
cause I'm a guy?
In any case, what interests me most
in the slough of commentary following
Summers's remarks is that in the end,
just about everybody seems to agree with
him.
Some commentators have pointed
to the extraordinary differences between
males and females of the same species in
the animal kingdom.
Others have pointed to the effect
of testosterone in making men more ag
gressive and competitive. Scientists have
offered that while men tend to focus with
one part of their brains, women more
often use multiple parts to work on one
project.

Board Editorial

Stress Case Scenario
Believe It or Not, the Journal Competition Is Not
the Altimate Arbiter of Legal Success

Still others have recognized the con
tinuing tests showing different cognitive
skills, on average, in boys and girls.
Although no one argues (Summers
included) that innate differences explain
everything, almost everyone seems to
agree that men's and women's brains are
markedly different.
And although many have called
Summer's comments "absurd," I have
yet to see an argument made for why
there is any reason to expect that men
and women, on average, should come out
exactly even on any given test, let alone
why the alternative is impossible.
Certainly we have evidence that
men and women can each excel to the
top of any field.
And I certainly don't doubt that for
anything I can do, there are many women
who can do it better (I just like to think
that no one person can do all the things I
do quite as well as I can). But that each
sex naturally would be represented at
exactly 50/50 in everything in the absence
of discrimination or discouraging enculturation would seem to be a hypothesis
not proved.
And in further defense of Dr. Sum
mers, this is not an issue we can simply
ignore.
At the same time as the Summers
fiasco, another clamor has arisen over
women's lack of representation on edito
rial pages.

You don't need us to tell you that
law school can be a stressful experience.
Between reading and going to class, extra
curricular activities (like our awesome
Law Revue show last week), competing
for Moot Court, Mock Trial and ADR,
all while trying to find a job (never mind
maintaining a semblance of a social life),
staying grounded is not always easy for
the GW law student.
It is hardly a coincidence that by
Thursday at 4:00 of every week, the law
school is handing out free alcohol in the
very halls of our esteemed institution, and
that the drinking doesn't let up until 2 or 3
a.m. thanks to weekly bar reviews.
It is unfortunately when all of these
things are least familiar and most intense
during our first year, that the big daddy
of all comes along to dwarf everything
else: the journal competition. In a year
characterized by contradictory advice
on every conceivable thing, the journal
competition takes it to a new level. Some
people tell you that employers really look
to whether you were on a journal, and
they're not wrong.
Some people tell you that if you are
not on a journal, you will still get a job
eventually, and they're not wrong either.
Some people tell you that your future

The Washington Post's and New

quality of life is entirely dependent on

York Times' Opinions Sections are both

dominated by men, 23-2 and 8-1, re
spectively, as are those of other papers'.
Could it possibly not be discrimination?
Columnist Susan Estrich recently used
these statistics to demand publication of
her column in the L.A. Times, threaten
ing she would "go public" if it did not
submit.
But what if women are just less
interested, on average, in publishing
their political opinions? Should it still
be a scandal that more men write them?
Unfortunately, these questions cannot
possibly be covered adequately here, and
the issues in politics and science are very
different.
As a point of interest, however, the
Nota Bene has not had a female opinions
columnist in my three years at GW, a
school where men are now a minority.
Whether that should be a matter of pride
for men or for women is a debatable
point.
As are certainly the reasons for
these disparities. And indeed, in his
controversial comments, that is all Sum
mers suggested. "I don't presume to have
proved any view that I expressed here, but
if you think there is proof for an alterna
tive theory, I'd want you to be hesitant
about that."
Of course, there are said to be many
reasons for Tuesday's vote, only one of
which was his closed-door comments on
women in science.
If anything, however, conflating a
controversial opinion with Summers's
managerial style to get the best of him is
only a greater insult to the free exchange
of ideas. It is they who have turned this
into a public and divisive issue; they can
not then act as if Summers was speaking
to a second-grade classroom.
Liberalism, I think, should aim
higher.

getting on a journal . . . but don't worry.
At a time when most students lack the
experience and perspective to know where
the next couple years will take them, it is
no wonder that last week we could see
the blood pressure of many of our fellow
lLs rising.
Although as upperclassmen, we
would like nothing more then to add an
other view on what matters most to the
fray, the truth is that our experiences have
all been different, and that as law students,
there is only so much we can know.
One thing we can say is that it

would have been nice as lLs, and even
as upper classmen to have been offered
more guidance by the Law School as to
what we should focus hardest on given
our post-graduation goals.
Many 2Ls and 3Ls end up feeling
cheated as they conduct their job-searches,
and come to find employers asking the
same questions, certainly about journals,
but also about other wild-cards. How
important really is being in a clinic? How
about being a Dean's Fellow?
Is it better to be on the moot court
board? Obviously there are no clear
answers about what matters most, but
a little more objective information and
perspective would certainly be helpful
and appreciated.
But seriously people, come on.
Looking around the law school last week,
we saw people doing some weird things.
Students took freaking out in the leather
lounge to new levels as they tried to get
their papers in, and there was even a
report of one student repetitively asking
what GPA would guarantee one a spot
Law Review. It's your right to be nervous,
but some standard of conduct has to be
maintained.
It may be true that the outcome of
the journal competition will make it easier
or harder to find a job. And we don't lihe

being told that things aren't a big deal
when really they are.

If you look around the Law School,
though, the halls are filled with 2Ls and
3Ls who didn't make this journal or that
board. And most of them seem pretty
content with where they are, and you
know what? Most of them find jobs. So
before you pull your hair out and run
naked through the quad, put your pants
back on and pick up your books; we're
going to Mackey's.
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ODDS AND ENDS

Horoscopes
Aries

*Sm

(March 21—April 19)
You'll be sad to know that you could have gotten a 15 second
spot during the Super Bowl fo r what youve spent on your edu
cation.

,•4-2.

Taurus
(April. 20—May 20)
You will devi se the perfect strategy regarding your school
loans-you will nev er graduate, and thus never have to pay. Oh
you are an evil genius. Moo ha ha ha.

Gemini

Stuart NickumIStaff Photographer

Members of the Law School's International Law Society gathered at the Panamanian embassy to cap off
International Law week. The reception, which was historically held at a different embassy every year as a
part of the Intern ational Law Society's International Law Week, has returned after a year's absence. The
event was open to dues-paying members of the Society, as wel l as to students who paid an entrance ef e. Pana
manian Consul General to the United States Ricardo Lombana, who holds an L.L.M. from the Law School,
gave welcoming renarks on behalf of the embassy.

Water Power
Across
1 Bump off
•5 Search blindly
10 Chart
13 Ice cream holder
14 Type of type

15 Coffee
16 Mother's admonition

Crossword 101
1

2

3

'

•1

16
19

20

21
23

26

20 Coffin
21 Sluggish
22 Agent 007
23 A general pardon
25 Fish hawk
28 Computer command
29 Girl's name
30 Cotton fabric
31 Liable
34 Like a weak argument
38 Farm enclosure
39 1936 Olympic track star

34

>35

38

39

62 Gimmick
Down
1

missile

2 Misplace
3 Over again
4 Uh-huh
5 Coarse
6 Lassoed
7 Actor Sharif

Virgo
31

53
57
60

33

40

H42

43

,.
54

50

49
55

8 Negative review
9 Quarterback's target
10 Follows class or cell
11 Stave off
12 Political organization
15 Leigh or Jackson
17 Boston Symphony need
18 Separate wheat from chaff
22 Bikini parts
23 Plant parts
24 Obey orders
25 Bookie's offer
26 Lampblack
27 Quarry
28 Loudness units
30 Box with a lid
31 On
32 Fleming and others
33 Family diagram
35 In no way
36 Minnesota player
37 Actor Alda
41 Some H.S. students
42 Tennis star Chris & family

51

52

56

-

1

62

43 Table extender
44 Distant
45 Word with code or
system
46 Duke or Hearst
47 Vertical
49 Beehive State
50 Consortium
51 Part of the Golden rule
52 Remain
54 Part of www
55 Nurses' org.
56 Mr. Van Winkle
Quotable Quote

Don't throw away the
old bucket until you
know whether the
new one holds water.
• Swedish Proverb
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Answer on page 8

(Aug. 23—Sept. 22)

Dean Trangsrud is going to cut you for salary cap reasons.
Don't worry; you'll ge t picked up by UDC at the same tuition
amount within a week.

Libra

47

46

48

32

37

36

41

(July 23—Aug. 22)
All th e ladies love you be cause you're a Super-fly Senior 3L...
that is until you gra duate, take the bar, and then are just are
either a busy or a broke lawyer who's out of touch with what
law school is all about. Life is cruel.

24

30

45

12

2^

27

Cancer
(June 22—July 22)
You will b e really embarrassed when your professor finds out
that you've been watching 8 Mile on your computer during
class. Your humiliation w ill rea ch new heights when he then
asks you to "freestyle the facts of the case."

Leo
11

15

22

44

9

18

29

60 Pesky insect
61 Moola in Thailand

8

7

17

19 Morning condensation

40 Box seat
41 Precedes cheese or
steak
42 Slide by
44 Designate
47 Level
48 Bounds
49 Fertilizer ingredient
50 Liquid body substance
53 1954 Oscar winner
57 Grains
58 Legislate
59 Scintilla

6

14

13

25

.

By Ed Canty

5

(May 21—June 21)
Watching the E! Reenactment of the Michael Jackson trial is
probably not a good way to study for Evidence. That said, Evi
dence wasn't my be st subject, so don't take my word for it.

(Sept. 23—Oct. 23)
Congratulations, you've been given a bid into the NCAA Tourna
ment. I have no idea what you're going to do with it, but I'd
suggest finding a couple of friends and playing a little "HORSE"
before you get on the court.

Scorpio
(Oct. 24—Nov. 21)
Scheduling your loan exit interview three hours before your
trip to Vegas is prob ably going to be a bit of a downer.

Sagittarius
(Nov. 22—Dec. 21)

You'll be happy to see that the lack of steroids in baseball
in no way affects the fact that the first 100 or so games
don't matter much, and ar e pretty boring t o watch.

Capricorn
(Dec. 22—Jan. 19)
Things get so much ha rder when you have only a few months
before school is done for good. None of these things are as
hard as the bar.

Aquarius
(Jan. 20—Feb. 18)
You've had t hat damn Hair "Aquarius" song in your head since
you went to the Law Revue show, which means their mission is
officially accomplished.

Pisces
(Feb. 19—March 20)
The job interview won't go well when th e associate finds out
that you being "published" means you've written Netflix reviews
for over a thousand movies.

